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Abstract 
 
 
Sexual Messages in Reality Television: An Examination of Sexual Messages Targeting an 
Adolescent Audience through Social Media 
Erica Lynn Fiocco 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The goal of this thesis is to examine the frequency in which sexual messages occur on 
reality television programs targeting an adolescent audience and if the frequency of sexual 
messaging will effect decision making positively or negatively. A case study explores the 
concept of sexual messages targeting adolescent audiences on television and other media 
providing an analysis of how sex is presented, the types of messages, and the frequency in which 
these messages occur. Secondly, the thesis provides original research in the form of content 
analysis to reveal perceptions of sexual messages presented to adolescents and if they are 
perceived positively or negatively through twitter discussion. In addition, this research will also 
shed light on the frequency in which television networks are employing social responsibility by 
including safe sex messages and additional resources on social media in juxtaposition with their 
efforts on television. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Introduction  
When many people think about how they were introduced to the subject of sexuality, we 
would expect many of them would think of their parents, peers, and educators. In today’s culture, 
many adolescents are not learning about sexuality through these conventional sources, but rather 
through the media. Lately, the way Americans consume media has transformed from the 
traditional living room supervised television viewing, to streaming on cell phones and tablets. 
Television in particular has taken on a significant role in educating adolescents about sexuality. 
This medium is among the greatest used by adolescents, becoming one of their most important 
sources to consume information. The portrayal of sex on television is not only limited to the act 
itself but the discussion of the act, related behaviors, and possible outcomes. However, as the 
frequency of this content increases in programming most viewed by adolescents, most of the 
information that is being presented to them is inaccurate and unhelpful causing potential 
influences of a sexually related decision or act. The frequency of health topics in entertainment 
television shows increases awareness levels and socialization of sexual knowledge, attitudes, and 
behavior. 
1.2 Statement of the problem  
Currently, entertainment television faces several obstacles. The increase of sexual content 
on television is more likely in the programs adolescents are watching” (Kasiser Family Research, 
2012). With the incorporation of reality television and real life scenarios that are presented 
overflow viewers with sexual behaviors. For a young impressionable adolescent the more they 
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are exposed to sexual behaviors the more likely they are becoming common norms. Sex sells, 
that is a phrase all too common in society, and the sad reality is, it is true. Television 
professionals need to attract viewers, but also need to keep in mind the consequences of what 
messages they are showcasing to their audience. Assimilating solutions or prevention methods 
into programming containing sexual content is a way to decrease the frequency of positive 
attitudes towards sexual behaviors, thus still increasing viewership. 
Today more than ever, the television industry needs to utilize the amount of time the 
adolescent demographic is viewing their content. Adolescents spend 1,480 minutes a week 
watching television. The average teenager spends more time in front of the television than any 
other activity besides sleeping. From the ages 8-18, adolescents devote approximately 8 hours 
each day to the media, and 3-4 hours to television alone (BLS American Time Use Survey, 2016) 
At the same time, analyses indicate that sexual content on TV appears on 83% of programs 
popular among adolescents (Greenfield, P. M., 2014). With their eyes and attention on their 
screens, adolescents are presented with messages that highlight sexual behaviors in their content. 
The more exposure to these messages, the likelihood of accepting these learned behaviors will 
become more common for the adolescents. The media, more importantly, television is likely to 
play a prominent role in the sexual socialization of American youth. We cannot shield our 
children forever from this subject matter so it is important to expose them to real life situations 
that pertain to sex because it is so prevalent in our society.  According to a study prepared for the 
Kaiser Family Foundation, fifty hours of programming selected  
Included 156 acts of sexual intercourse and only 5 references within 3 episodes to contraception 
or safer sex methods.  The only mention of HIV/AIDS referred to contraction through drug use.
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With new technology implemented by Nielsen, Twitter conversations can now be 
measured during live viewing further completing the picture of viewer perception by offering 
real-time conversation. Twitter conversation about live TV in the U.S. has grown dramatically 
over the past two years “19 million unique people in the U.S. composed 263 million Tweets 
about live TV in Q2 2013 alone, a 24 percent year-over-year increase in authors and a 38 percent 
increase in Tweet volume” (Adams, 2013). Until now, only the amount of Tweets and respective 
Twitter authors has been measurable. Without a measurement of the audience of people who 
view those Tweets, TV networks were left guessing about the true reach and influence of TV-
related activity on Twitter. Nielsen Twitter TV Ratings complete the picture by measuring both 
Twitter TV-specific activity (Authors, Tweets) and reach (Unique Audience, Impressions). 
Because of this new technology, the researcher has chosen to use Twitter as the social media 
medium for the purpose of this study. 
A new study from Deloitte finds that teens spend more time watching television shows on 
their computers, smart phones, and tablets than they do on their TV screens (Deloitte, 2014). 
This recent phenomenon poses a threat to parents who monitor what their teens are watching. 
The ability to watch programs remotely anytime, anywhere makes it hard to monitor the content 
being consumed. Parental controls can be utilized to prevent exposure to such content, but with 
the prominence of social media and social networking, parental controls can be easily bypassed. 
As viewing habits change the television industry has a responsibly to impose the same frequency 
of sexual health messages on social media and they do on television programming. 
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1.3 Background and Need 
The concept of displaying sexuality in the media has increased significantly over time 
and is a noteworthy subject for academic professors and students in the media and television 
industry to understand the phenomenon and the rapid progression over the decades. The 
increasing trend of sexual messages in television programs coupled with society’s obsession with 
exploitation of sexuality creates an interesting demand to examine the correlation between sexual 
messages in the media and effects on their viewers.  
The relationship between sexual messages in the television show Teen Mom 2 and their 
audience responses will be examined through the most accurate social networking platform with 
real time interactions of their targeted audience. This will be executed through Twitter using a 
specific hash tag associated with the television show Teen Mom 2. Majority of academic research 
has focused on sexual messages in television programs social trends and responses among their 
viewers, no research is known particularly about the examination of a specific program and 
analyzing the tweets of the outlined demographic. 
1.4 Research Questions 
1. Does the increased frequency of sexual messages on television influence 
perceptions and common norms in adolescent audiences? 
2. How are television networks portraying sexual content to adolescent viewers 
through reality shows? Are these messages influencing perception of sexual  
norms in adolescents positively or negatively, specifically via twitter 
discussion?  
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1.5 Significance of the Problem 
Some scholars argue that American media is the most sexually suggestive in the world 
(Riff, Lacey & Fico, 2014).  More than ever television networks are constantly searching for new 
innovative ways to attract viewers, since the proliferation of television and steaming content 
online. However, are networks pushing the envelope too far in what they are exposing their 
viewers to? Not only are adolescents consuming content via their television screen, they are 
taking the conversation to the internet, directly coming into contact with the show’s Main 
characters via social media. Are these characters portrayed as role models and is the behavior 
being emulated, therefore, creating a false sense of reality? 
Television networks first and foremost are a business. However, they do have a social 
responsibility to monitor the content they are exposing their viewers to. The portrayals of sex on 
television are sending messages to adolescents that often do not include messages about sexual 
risk and responsibility. Sexual content is extremely prevalent in television programs but 
messages about safe sex and abstinence are rare.  
In recent years, the birthrate in the United States has dropped but sexual activity in teens 
has increased. More traditional media sources, such as television and magazines, are also 
important sources of information. For example, “There is evidence that the reality television 
programs “16 and Pregnant” and “Teen Mom” may have influenced teen birthrates in recent 
years: According to one analysis, Internet search activity and tweets about sex, birth control and 
abortion increased substantially right around the time that new episodes aired” (Kearney MS and 
Levine PB, 2014).  
Television networks are incorporating social media live chats with reality stars on promotional 
spots and live programming. Better understanding the phenomenon of sexual messages on 
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television targeted for adolescents and how they respond facilitate change in perceptions on what 
is the new societal norms regarding sexual activity in teens.  
 
1.6 Definitions 
Adolescent- According to Pediatrics & Child Health, “Adolescence begins with the onset of 
physiologically normal puberty, and ends when an adult identity and behavior are accepted. This 
period of development corresponds roughly to the period between the ages of 10 and 19 years.” 
(p.9) 
Sexual Content: Sexual content includes media depicting actual or simulated sexually explicit 
conduct involving one or more persons. This includes sexual penetration, non-
penetrative sex and masturbation (Federal Communication Commission, 2015). 
 
Indecent Broadcast Restrictions: The FCC has defined broadcast indecency as "language or 
material that, in context, depicts or describes, in terms patently offensive as measured by 
contemporary community standards for the broadcast medium, sexual or excretory organs or 
activities." Indecent programming contains patently offensive sexual or excretory material that 
does not rise to the level of obscenity. The courts hold that indecent material is protected by the 
First Amendment and cannot be banned entirely. FCC rules prohibit indecent speech on 
broadcast radio and television between 6 a.m. and 10 p.m., when there is reasonable risk that 
children may be in the audience (Federal Communications Commission, 2015). 
 
Television Network: A television network is a collection of television stations that air 
programming from the same unified source. Local stations sign agreements to become affiliates 
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of a network, which gives the station popular programming and allows the network to widen its 
reach across the country (Merriam-Webster, 2015). 
Social Media: Forms of electronic communication (as web sites for social networking and 
micro-blogging) through which users create online communities to share information, ideas, 
personal messages, and other content as videos (Merriam-Webster, 2015)    
        
Twitter: A web-based real time information network that connects you to the latest stories, 
ideas, opinions, and news about what you find interesting (Twitter, 2015). 
 
Tweets: A message posted via Twitter containing 140 characters or fewer (Twitter, 2015). 
 
Hashtags: The # symbol, called a hashtag, is used to mark keywords or topics in a tweet. Twitter 
users created it organically as a way to categorize messages (Twitter, 2015). 
 
Multi Task Viewing: This behavior can be described as watching television while 
simultaneously engaging with another device (Wu 2015, p.3). 
Survey Instrument: A measurement instrument or data collection tool used to measure changes 
in dependent variables or variables of interest (Bui, 2014)  
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
This literature review will present an analysis of how sex is presented on television, the 
types of messages, and the frequency in which these messages occur. It is important to 
understand how sex is being portrayed on television with regard to their adolescent audience. 
What is the context in which sex is being presented to adolescents on television? Also, the types 
of messages television programs are sending. Are safe sex messages being included in the same 
frequency? Finally, the frequency in which these messages occur. Is there a high level of sexual 
content in the television programming being viewed by adolescents? 
This literature review will provide the research information acquired from several studies 
to address these points. These studies will then be critiqued for the quality of the methods used to 
obtain this information and their validity. These studies will also be analyzed for the common 
elements among the studies as well as gaps in the literature. This literature review will also 
supply suggestions for future research. 
2.2 The Role of Media in an Adolescent Life 
Understanding the role of media in the lives of adolescents is fundamentally essential in 
order to uncover the content they are consuming and the frequency in which they are consuming 
it. The recent phenomenon of streaming content has forever changed the media landscape and 
shifted the way viewers consume media. This opens up additional avenues for viewers to be 
exposed to messaging. These mediums can include Television, social media, websites, online 
platforms, radio, video games and books. Offering a constant flow of content that can introduce 
sexual messages to adolescent’s starting as early as the age of eight (Kaiser Family Foundation, 
2010). Early exposure to content in which adolescents are not psychologically mature enough to 
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comprehend can impede their judgment and create a false sense of reality. Adolescents need 
know how to decipher the credibility of information. Parents and others who work with 
adolescents need to introduce credible sexual health information that promotes healthier sexual 
behavior, providing all the tools necessary to make rational and healthy decision concerning sex. 
Over the last 20 years, there has been a substantial increase in the amount of sexual 
content that appears in television programs: 
With the increasing saturation of cable and satellite television, which are subject to less  
regulation than commercial broadcast networks, growing numbers of youth may have  
access to programming that contains greater amounts of and more explicit depictions of  
sexual themes (Fabos, Martin. & Harmsen, 2015, p. 531) 
Fisher, Hill, Grube and Gruber did an analysis of sex on American television across the 
program genres and network types (2004). The purpose of this study was to analyze the amount 
and types of sexual behaviors and sexual talk in programming on premium cable movie channels 
compared to broadcast and other cable networks for sexual content. The participants were sixteen 
students, 10 females and 6 males from local universities. The participants had to watch 1,276 
programs on the following networks (ABC, CBS, Fox, NBC, UPN, WB) and five cable networks 
(BET, Cinemax, HBO, MTV, and Showtime). Researchers assessed the amount of sexual 
content (any depiction of sexual activity, sexually suggestive behavior, or any talk about 
sexuality or sexual activity) in two-minute intervals. 
Results showed 82.1 % of the episodes coded for the study contained some sexual 
behavior or talk and 66.8% contained some form of sexual behavior in at least one two-minute 
interval. The results also show sexual talk was more prevalent than sexual behavior. Safer sex 
messages were incorporated into only 6% of programs. Sexual content in television 
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programming, particularly among shows and networks popular among teens show sexual talk 
and behavior occurring a great deal between unmarried persons. It is suggested that sexual 
content not only continues to permeate programs previously identified with high sexual content, 
but is becoming increasingly integrated into a wider array of shows and genres. This is important 
because these shows are providing the information to adolescents about sex and is often lacking 
in safe sex messages creating a false sense of reality.  
Multitask viewing is also a relatively new phenomenon done consuming television. This 
behavior can be described as watching television while simultaneously engaging with another 
device (Wu, 2015, p.3). This trend is more popular among the adolescent age groups. Due to 
multitask viewing, adolescents are increasing the amount of time they consume media a day. 
Over the past five years, adolescents have increased the amount of time they spend consuming 
media by an hour and seventeen minutes daily. Moreover, given the amount of time they spend 
using more than one medium at a time, adolescents watch a total of 10 hours and 45 minutes’ 
worth of media packed into 7.5 hours of use. That is, about 30 percent of adolescent’s media 
time is spent using more than one medium simultaneously (Kaiser Family Foundation 2010). 
This alarming finding boasts adolescents are spending majority of their time consuming media as 
opposed to activities, school or even sleeping. See appendix A for media use chart.  
   
2.3 Presentation of Sexuality on Television 
Television is saturated with sexual messages. Over 80 % of the television programs that 
adolescents most watch feature either discussion of or depiction of sexual activity (Hetstroni, 
2008, p. 17). Hetstroni’s study investigates the perceived usefulness of the information being 
provided to adolescents on sexuality. The purpose of this study was to resolve inconsistencies 
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embedded in the results of previous studies regarding adolescents’ assessment of the usefulness 
of media and non-media sources of information on sexuality. He makes the assertion that most of 
the sexual content that is being featured on television is unhelpful. The most common 
presentation of sexuality is as a risk-free behavior, cultivating a perception that sex is a pure fun 
and risk-free activity (Buerkel-Rothfuss, et. al., 1993 as cited by Hetstroni, 2008, p. 18) The 
participants were 611 high school juniors (age 16.5-17.5), 311 were Jewish and 300 were Arabs 
(122 Muslims and 178 Christians). All of the respondents were attending coed but ethnically 
segregated public schools. Participants were given a bilingual questionnaire about the usefulness 
of 11 sources, including television, in providing information on sexual matters. 
The findings showed all three groups perceived their peers as the most useful source 
followed by television, the internet, and newspapers and magazines. Radio and health care 
professionals were perceived as the least useful. Males perceived electronic sources as being 
more useful while females found their parents more useful. This research shows that the 
usefulness of the media can be improved to include a more accurate portrayal of sex.  
The presentation of sexuality on television is not only portraying unrealistic expectations 
about the acts but also the outcomes of those acts to adolescents. A study done by Eyal and 
Finnerty attempts to characterize the patterns of portrayal of sexual acts and their consequences. 
Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 1977 as cited by Eyal & Finnerty, 2007, p. 226) argues that 
television viewers can learn the norms and expectations associated with behaviors as well as the 
potential outcomes. This theory also suggests that outcomes portrayed on television are sending 
important messages to viewers. The purpose of this study was to focus specifically on the 
consequences that result from sexual intercourse act on television portrayals as they are arguably 
the most relevant to viewers. Researchers sought to answer the questions of how often and with 
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what emphasis sexual intercourse was being portrayed on prime-time television, the context of 
the portrayal of consequences for sexual intercourse and the differences between them. They did 
their research on a sample of 41 prime-time programs randomly selected from the main 
broadcast networks. 
Their findings showed that more than half of the acts were found to be presented only 
through conversations. Sixteen were presented only through behavioral portrayal, mostly 
implied, and 15 included a combination of conversations and behavioral portrayals. 31 of the 
characters were shown without consequences, 151 characters were identified with unique 
outcomes.  Outcomes included emotional (happiness; regret or shame) physical (pregnancy, STD 
or HIV/AIDS contraction, and orgasm) relational (effects on relationship with partner, peers, or a 
child or parents) institutional (schools, religious groups or organizations) and material outcomes 
(getting or losing gifts, promotion). Emotional outcomes (64%) followed by relational outcomes 
(23%) then institutional (8%) (Eyal & Finnerty, 2007, p. 230). “Sexual intercourse portrayals, 
even if tangential to the plot, are likely to draw much viewer attention” (Eyal & Finnerty, 2007, 
p. 231). In conclusion, researchers analyzed a wide range of outcomes for sexual intercourse 
portrayed on television, and the context in which this was presented. This study highlights 
contextual elements, rarely examined in past studies that are key to understanding the portrayal 
of sexual intercourse on television.  
A more recent study constructed J.S Smith (2016) focuses on a “relaxed approach” to 
sexual activity from television networks. This research addressed messages about sex contained 
both within television and magazines and the connections between media use and like constructs, 
such as permissive sexual attitudes, attitudes toward casual sex, and attitudes toward recreational 
sex. The show chosen in the study was MTV’s reality based show Jersey Shore. The premise of 
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the show depicted many scenes of drinking, partying, and engaging in sexual conquests among 
strangers, acquaintances, and friends. The present study is guided by content analytic work that 
has examined sexuality on popular television more generally. These studies have found that 
television is supportive of a permissive, casual, and recreational climate about sex for young 
people (Kunkel, Eyal, Finnerty, Biely, & Donnerstein, 2005). 
To study this issue, J.S. Smith (2016) constructed a panel study of 1st-
year college students. Participants completed a questionnaire on their media habits and sexual 
activity at the beginning of their 1styear and again at the end of the year. Among male 1st-
year students, Time 1 exposure to both sexually oriented television and magazines predicted 
Time 2 sexual activity. Among female 1st year students, sexually oriented media exposure was 
not related to sexual activity. The research yielded the exposure to sexually content on television 
and magazines has a positive influence on behaviors in males more than females. These results 
demonstrate males are more influenced from content they are exposed to causing earl onset 
sexual behaviors. 
The portrayals of intercourse on television play a role in socializing young viewers to 
patterns of behavior considered to be normal in our culture. Questions such as the age at which 
one should have sex, or the strength that exists between two intercourse partners are important 
concerns to adolescents (Kunkel, et. al., 2007, p. 609). The purpose of their study was to analyze 
the pattern of sexual messages on television across recent years. Accordingly, to identify 
consistent patterns of media messages to which viewers are likely to be exposed across television 
programs they typically view each year. Kunkel, Eyal, Donnerstein, Farrar, Biely, and Rideout 
found that when sex is portrayed on television, the most common approach is to imply the act 
rather than to depict it directly: 
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 For example, a scene might show a couple kissing and caressing one another, beginning  
to undress as they stumble into a darkened bedroom, with the scene dissolving before the  
actual act of intercourse ensues; or a couple might be shown awakening in bed together  
with the conversation centering on the lovemaking they had performed the night before  
(p.618). 
The participants were 56 undergraduate students. Researchers assessed the pattern of 
portrayals involving sex that are included in scripted entertainment programming. 
Results showed nearly two of every three shows contained some sexual content. More 
than 82% included two or more scenes with sexual themes or topics. The results also show that 
not only are sexual talk and behavior common in television programming, but that most shows 
including the content devote substantial attention to the topic. Portrayals of safe sex messages at 
the scene and program level are rare. This research shows that while sex on television is 
commonplace, attention to sexual risk and responsibility concerns is an uncommon occurrence. 
The lack of emphasis on sexual safety reflects an opportunity television has missed to contribute 
positively to a critically important issue of societal health (Kunkel, et. al., 2007).  
Although reality television has  become exceptionally popular among the adolescent 
demographic (Wright, 2006), only a few academic studies have attempted to examine portrayals 
of sexual behaviors in the reality television format (e.g., Ferris, Smith, Greenberg, & Smith, 
2007) and reality content consumed largely by adolescents in particular (e.g., Blair, Yue, Singh, 
& Bernhardt, 2005). A study done by Flynn, Morin, Park & Stana (2015) focuses on the reality 
television shows on MTV geared towards an adolescent audience. The study analyzed a sample 
of MTV reality shows particularly popular among young viewers, The Jersey Shore, the Real 
World, Newport Harbor, Laguna Beach, and The Hills. The sample totaled 47 hours of MTV 
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content from the shows listed above. Three graduate students served as the coders. First, coders 
went through an extensive training process by viewing, coding, and discussing episodes of each 
program not included in the sample.  
The results in relation to sexual content yielded many of the sexual acts depicted in the 
reality shows were carried out by a male character who had a prominent role in the show, who 
would divulge the details of their relationship. This gave off the impression women are 
replaceable and interchangeable and observed as sexual objects (Flynn, Morin, Park & Stana, 
2015). In addition, the inclusion of age in this study addressed a shortcoming of previous 
research. Prior health risk behavior studies have analyzed comparable content (e.g., sexual 
depictions) on primetime reality television, but they seldom address the age of cast members 
(Vandenbosch & Eggermont, 2011). The findings here demonstrated a progression of drinking, 
smoking, and sexual activity on the basis of cast members’ age. If teens are identifying with their 
same-age peers on the television show, young MTV reality show cast members represent 
situations teens are faced with daily, however,  the behaviors the cast members participate in 
show little or no consequence when it comes to sexual behavior. As mentioned earlier in 
Literature Review, The Social Cognitive Theory (Bandara 2009) suggests that television viewers 
tend to model the behavior of similar and desired others. If the adolescent viewer emulates the 
enhanced behaviors of the characters for the purpose of entertainment, the adolescent may be 
engaging in behaviors he/she is not ready for emotionally, therefore, putting themselves in 
potentially harmful situations.  
Shifts in Media Consumption 
The media landscape has dramatically changed since the creation of the first television 
broadcast on September 11, 1929 ( Trecey, 2015, p.11). In the mid-twentieth century television 
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was society’s most important medium for the communication of information and entertainment. 
In the U.S., the big three networks commanded up to 90 percent of prime time audiences and 
viewers watched programs only as they aired.(Livingstone & Newman, 2014). As the Big Three 
Networks (ABC, NBC, and CBS) began to share their viewers with new cable channels, the 
audience fell into specialized segments based on viewing preference. This meant more programs 
for viewers to choose from, further pulling the audience to different channels based on 
preference.  
Globally, 2013 marked an interesting crossover point-where more people have reduced or 
eliminated their TV packages than increased them. This was by a margin of 23% to 19% 
compared to the year prior of 14% and 21% (Fox Business 2016). This is a direct result of 
emerging technologies and alternative content providers making it possible to eliminate cable 
service altogether and still have access to content. The introduction to services such as Hulu, 
Netflix, Apple TV, Google Chromcast and The Amazon Fire Stick make it possible to stream 
content with only a internet connection. A recent phenomenon that is also altering viewing habits 
is introduction to time shifting. According to the ninth edition of Deloitte’s Digital Democracy 
Survey, people now prefer to steam TV content (53%) rather than watch TV content live (45%). 
The report also found that viewers 14 to 25 watch more content on mobile devices than they do 
on actual TV’s (Deloitte 2015). Another staggering statistic from the Deloitte study is 90% of 
consumer now multitask while watching a television program. With regard to shifting viewing 
habits, this poses a problem to parents of adolescents in monitoring the content they are coming 
in contact with. The days of watching a program as a family within the confines of their living 
room are dwindling away. In today’s culture, adolescents have the ability to watch content they 
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chose on a variety of screens making it increasingly difficult for parents to monitor their 
exposure to content that may not be suitable for the age.  
With respect to multitask viewing, in today’s society it is becoming more and more 
common for our youth to be introduced to a plethora of mediums because there are simply more 
opportunities to do so than the previous generations. Media in the home of a typical 8-18-year-
old contains an average of 3.8 TV’s and two computers (Rideout, Foehr, &Roberts, 2013). 
Additionally, more media is drifting to young people’s bedrooms, facilitating even more time 
watching, listening or playing. Today, 71% of all 8-18 year-olds have their own TV in their 
room. Today, a total of 20% of youth media consumption occurs on mobile devices. A pie chart 
produced by the Kaiser Family Research Foundation breaks down the types of media consumed 
among 8 to 18-year olds on different platforms (See Appendix A Figure 2 for chart 
reproduction). Television still dominates this age group with 32% consumption rate. However, 
TV viewing is being supplemented by multitask viewing with a 25% consumption rate of 
computer viewing and 20% on a mobile device. As viewing habits shift benchmarks need to be 
set, concerning parental controls in order to prevent youth from becoming exposed to materials 
they may not be psychologically mature enough to grasp.Adolescents still consume over 20 
percent of waking hours watching television compared to 9 percent on hobbies and 3.5 percent 
on homework (Media Literacy Project, 2014). With the rate of adolescent television consumption 
alarmingly high, two out of every three shows on TV include sexual content.  
This establishes more “freedom” for adolescents to view content without supervision 
from the parents. Exposing adolescents to the wrong messages concerning sex can change their 
perceptions on what is right and what is wrong. If they see a situation displayed on a program, 
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rather than seeking out the advice of a parent or teacher, one may look to the situation presented 
on the program and act out in that way.  
 
2.4 Sexual Health Messages 
What might adolescents be learning about sexual health from the media they use most 
frequently? A study by Hust, Brown, and L’Engle analyzed the rare sexual health messages in 
young adolescents’ media (Hust, Brown, and L’Engle, 2008). The purpose of this study was to 
analyze what adolescents were learning about sexual health from the media they use most often. 
The participants were students from 14 public middle schools in the southeastern United States, 
representing urban, suburban, and rural populations. Of the 5,029 seventh and eighth graders 
eligible for participation, 65% completed a 36-page mail-back media use survey with parental 
consent. Almost all respondents (95%) were 12 to 14 years old, 55% were female, 50% were 
White, and 41% were Black. The participants were asked to fill out a survey that included questions 
about television, movies, magazines, ad music.  
The results showed that 12% of all media content was sexual in nature, less than one half 
of 1% discussed or portrayed sexual health. It was also found that sexual health topics were 
addressed similarly across the four media but rarely in a way that would promote sexual health. 
Three overall themes emerge. First, sexual health is a funny/embarrassing aspect of sexual 
exploration and rarely a natural part of a romantic relationship. Second, boys are obsessed with 
sex and sexual performance, and third, girls are responsible for teen pregnancy, contraception, and 
STD prevention. This study confirms previous research that television content rarely includes 
sexual health messages. It is unfortunate that given the importance of television as a source of 
information, little about healthy sexuality is presented.  
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The portrayals of sex on television are sending messages to adolescents that often don’t 
include messages about sexual risk and responsibility. Sexual content is extremely prevalent in 
television programs but messages about safe sex and abstinence are rare. Farrar’s study 
investigates how television portrays a great deal of sexual content without much attention to 
sexual responsibility. The purpose of this study was the messages of sexual safety and 
responsibility portrayed on television. The participants were 188 undergraduate students (91 men 
and 97 women) enrolled in lower division communication courses at a large West Coast 
university. For their participation in the experiment, the participants received course credit as 
well as $30. The average age of the participant was 19.2. The racial composition of the sample 
was 68.6% White, 12.8% Asian, 10.1% Hispanic, 2.1% African American, and 5.3% other. 
Participants had to fill out a pretest immediately prior to their first viewing session, a posttest at 
the conclusion of the third and final view session, and, after each program was viewed, a brief 
questionnaire specific to the program they just watched. Researchers assessed three television 
viewing conditions: sexual intercourse paired with safe sex messages, portrayals of sexual 
intercourse without any safe sex messages, and shows with no sexual content (Farrar, 2006). 
The results showed 61.7% of participants having had sexual intercourse at the time of the 
study, and the majority was inconsistent with their use of condoms. The messages in these 
programs did not include important information about the need to protect oneself from unwanted 
pregnancy or disease. This research shows a high level of unsafe sexual messages about sex 
representing the dominant pattern of sexual intercourse found in mainstream television 
programming. More messages about safe-sex need to be included in order to educate adolescents 
about sexual risk and responsibility. 
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Safer sex messages are rare on television, they appear in only about 10% of shows 
(Heintz-Knowles 1996; Kunkel, et. al., 2001 as cited by Eyal, et. al., 2007, p. 319) These 
messages should include topics such as sexual patience (waiting until one is ready), sexual 
precaution (the mention of safe-sex terminology, the use of condoms, and other preventative 
measures when engaging in sex) and negative consequences that may result (unwanted 
pregnancy, STD contraction). Safe-sex messages are important and show the seriousness with 
which the topic of sexuality should be addressed (Eyal, et. al., 2007, p. 319). 
 
Media can be used in a positive manner in regards to sexual health and education. It can 
serve as a useful tool for programs designed to reduce sexual risks among youth. One study 
conducted by The Kaiser Family Foundation prepared a national sample of teens shortly after the 
airing of an episode of Friends that contained information about condom usage (Kaiser Family 
Foundation, 2009). As a result of viewing, many teens reported having a conversation with a 
parent or other adult about how effective condoms are for preventing pregnancy, and those who 
did so came away from the program with a more accurate understanding of the issue. This 
illustrates the positive influence of media to reach adolescents regarding sexual health 
information. In addition, public service announcements and informational campaigns funded by 
Television networks and government agencies have often been used to address sexual health 
issues.  
In relation to the Television Network the researcher chose to examine for this thesis, 
MTV and The Henry Kaiser Family Foundation have collaborated in supplying pubic 
information to support adolescents in making responsible decisions about sex. This partnership 
includes targeted public service ads through the television network, social media and mobile 
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websites. The campaign, which has been recognized with an Emmy for best National PSA uses a 
variety of appeals and styles from upbeat and life-affirming to edgy and hard-hitting all 
resonating to their adolescent audience (MTV & Kasier Family Foundation, 2015). The ads are 
included with the campaign’s toll-free hotline and website for viewers seeking additional 
information. The television programs that include a higher rate of sexual content air the PSA 
during the commercial break and often include characters from the show. The Foundation also 
co-produces special programming with MTV to provide a more in-depth look at sexual 
health issues affecting adolescents. A documentary special was co-created by the 
partnership that explores the lives of young adults who are HIV positive in America. Along 
with a documentary, a special campaign was launched called “Get Yourself Talking and Get 
Yourself Tested” sheds light on STD and AIDs testing and provides resources on how to do 
so. Social campaigns are also utilized to prompt the conversation about sex with live 
confidential chats providing answers to questions and offers an open forum on the subject. 
2.5 Frequency of Sexual Content 
 
The overall frequency of sexual messages has significantly increased over time. Brown & 
Strasburger assert exposure to such content relates to sexual outcomes, ranging from body 
dissatisfaction, to earlier sexual intercourse, less contraceptive use, and even pregnancy (Brown 
& Strasburger, 2007). Sexual content can be found in over 60% of shows (Eyal, et. al., 2007, p. 
318). Eyal, Kunkel, Biely and Finnerty sought to find the frequency of sexual messages in the 
television programs most popular among teens. The purpose of this study was to examine the 
number of messages about sex, both in the form of talk about sex and portrayals of sexual 
behaviors in the top 20 most popular television programs among adolescents in the United 
States. The participants were a group of 15 undergraduate students at a large West Coast 
university to analyze the 2001-2002 television season and a group of 17 undergraduate students 
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from a large Southwestern university served as coders. Research questions were given in the 
study to investigate the frequency, importance, concerns, and consequences regarding sex in the 
most popular television shows. 
The results showed that roughly 83% of teen programs in the 2001-2002 season 
contained at least one scene with sexual content. Overall, the findings demonstrate high levels of 
sexual content in the television programs most popular among teenagers. The frequency of the 
content remains high at 70% in the top 20 shows. This research show teenagers are exposed to a 
considerable amount of sexual messages in the television shows they view most frequently. 
These shows outnumber the overall television landscape and include as much or more sexual 
content as other shows on television. 
There is a popularly held belief that the amount of sexual content on the most heavily 
watched television programs has increased over the years. Hetstroni’s study analyzes the 
frequency of sexual content over three decades. The purpose of this study was to ascertain 
whether the depiction of sexual content on American television shows have increased 
significantly over the years. The sample was 2,558 hours of broadcast from 18 seasons between 
the years 1975 and 2004. 
The results showed that sexual content on television may be linked to social trends. 
Explicit intercourse was shown more frequently while other areas of sexual content decreased 
over the years. However, the study discusses sexual behavior regarding homosexuality which has 
increased its frequency over the years. Talking about sex continues to be the most prevalent form 
of sexual content depicted on television. The frequency of discussion of sex rather than the actual 
act shows that most television deal with sex with words and not actions. Hetstroni has 
determined that the frequency of sexual content has seen spikes over the years, but it is more 
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specific acts that appear more frequently in the television programs that reflect the time in which 
they are being presented. Hetstroni feels that despite the commonly held belief that sexual 
content is increasing, it is not the case. A detailed examination should be done in order to lead to 
a better understanding of the contradiction between the public perception and the increase of 
sexual content on television over the years. 
Collins and her colleagues at RAND surveyed a national sample of 2,002 youth from the 
ages of 12-17 years of age. One of the findings from the study linking television exposure to 
sexual behavior is illustrative (Chandra & Collins, 2008, p1060). Overall, teenagers viewing 
more television sexual content at the time of a baseline survey had a greater likelihood of 
intercourse initiation and initiation of new learned behaviors by one year follow-up relative to 
those who viewed less. This research sheds light on the Social Cognitive Learning school of 
thought and how behaviors are learned through exposure and frequency as eloquently described 
by Martino and Collins. 
In a subsequent analysis from the RAND Study also linked sexual media use to 
pregnancy among sexually active teens (Chandra & Collins, 2008) In addition, a wide variety of 
studies have related exposure to sexual media to more permissive attitudes toward sex among 
youths and college students, or have found links between media use and sexual behavior. Some 
of the studies provide confirmation between media use alterations in attitudes or beliefs. The 
studies do not provide a casual relationship; however they provide some of the strongest 
evidence in regards to the likelihood of such a relationship. 
 
 
2.6 Discussion and Critique 
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Each of these studies have provided research that television is a very important and 
frequently used source in providing information about sexuality to adolescents, but remains 
inaccurate and unhelpful in portraying sex in a realistic and healthy way. The studies in this 
subject area are not recent and can be considered outdated. Recent studies have been exhausted, 
however, the foundation laid by the Kaiser Family Foundation, Hetstroni, and Rand and Collins 
are all cited considerably throughout recent studies, which is why the researcher chose to 
highlight these case studies in particular even though they may seem outdated. While much of 
the research is presented sufficiently, there are many critiques that can be made about these 
studies. Many of these studies can be improved upon to provide a better framework for future 
studies to obtain their research. 
The first problem raised is how different studies defined and categorized sexual acts. For 
example, in Eyal and Finnerty’s (2007) acts were identified in the categories: talk about a 
specific act of sexual intercourse that has already occurred, intercourse implied, and intercourse 
depicted. This study adds to the body of research on televised sexual content. In Fisher, Hill, 
Grube and Gruber’s (2007) sex was defined as any depiction of sexual activity, sexually 
suggestive behavior, or any talk about sexuality or sexual activity. The differences in how these 
studies define sexual content may have an effect on the amount of sexual content being coded in 
a television program.  
Another problem was that all material that was taped was not coded for sexual content. 
Fisher, Hill, Grube and Gruber (2004) excluded daily news broadcasts, game shows, sports show 
and events, and paid programming, as well as all forms of commercials and other programming. 
In order to have a more complete analysis of all the television programming that adolescents are 
being exposed to, more than the three genres they used should be analyzed and coded for sexual 
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content. Sexual content may appear in these other excluded genres and their portrayal of sex is 
not being taken into consideration. They suggest that sexual content is being integrated into a 
wider array of shows and genres, such as reality shows, so that even adolescents without access 
to cable or satellite television can be exposed to shows where sex is the focus. 
Another problem was the amount of time used for coding. Fisher, Hill, Grube and Gruber 
(2004) only coded in 2-minute intervals. These intervals may have a dramatic effect on the 
results of how much sexual content is being portrayed on a television program. Although coders 
were able to carry information forward, they were not permitted to code backwards. This can 
also impact the amount of sexual content that is thought to be in a television program. 
In Eyal, Kunkel, Biely & Finnerty’s (2007) study, they used only a small sample of 
undergraduate students. Undergraduate students do not account for the population of young 
viewers who watch television. They should have also included middle-school and high-school 
age students. They suggest that future research should examine more closely the attributes of 
characters who engage in sex, beyond their age and relational status, to more precisely tap into 
their likelihood of impact on viewers. They suggest that adolescents may be exposed to very high 
levels of sexual content in the most popular programs but few messages regarding sexual health 
which may lead to an unrealistic perception about the outcomes of sexual activity and a lack of 
concern with those risks. Future research should continue to examine the link between content 
patterns and contextual elements identified in studies such as theirs.  
In Farrar’s (2006) study all three of the programs in each of the two conditions featured 
mainly White characters. The participants in the sample were also mainly White. There should 
have been a more diverse group of participants and that should have been reflected in the 
programs that were used in the study. People of different backgrounds may feel differently about 
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what they perceive to be sexual on television. That also goes for how different ethnicities portray 
sex on television. Also only some participants were exposed to condoms being discussed and 
depicted in the programs they viewed. Those that had seen the condoms had a more positive 
attitude toward condoms. This suggests that the insertion of safe sex messages is necessary in 
providing a more complete portrayal of sexuality. The more frequently portrayals of safe-sex are 
incorporated into television, the more likely they will to see these as important issues. Farrar 
suggests that future research should attempt to replicate these findings with younger adolescents 
who are just beginning to form their sexual scripts. College students do not represent the whole 
population. Future research should also attempt to replicate these findings with out-of-school 
emerging adults. The results of this study are somewhat limited due to the laboratory setting for 
the experiment. Watching television in a lab may be a very different experience than watching it 
in one’s own living room. Future research should attempt to replicate these findings in more 
natural settings. 
In Hust, Brown, and L’Engle’s (2008) study used a 36-page mail-back survey. They were 
provided with a list of currently popular television programs, movies, magazines, and music. 
Respondents were instructed to circle those they “regularly watched, listened to, or read.” While 
surveys are good measures of broad information, in this case the types of media this sample most 
frequently used, they are not good at establishing deeper information like what they are learning 
from these sources. Other limitations included the absence of internet and newspapers in the 
study. Also, the media used more recently by the sample group may be different among different 
ethnicities, ages, and regions. They suggest that it is possible to include relevant and accurate 
sexual health information in an entertaining way in the media. Much more can be done to ensure 
that adolescents are receiving the kind of information they need about sex. 
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 In Hetstoni’s (2008) he used only Israeli, Jewish, and Arab adolescents as participants in 
the study. This limited sample only gives us the perceived usefulness of information from only 
these three groups. Also they did not examine the usefulness of specific campaigns regarding 
sex. Perhaps teens who are not sexually active feel the greatest need for information. He suggests 
that the usefulness of the media can be improved to offer teens accurate and useful information 
about sex. 
While the research presented in these studies was very informative, the biggest critique 
was the lack of studies that focused solely on the sexual messages in media without the effects. It 
is important for communication scholars to focus their research more directly on what is being 
portrayed in the media, the types of messages, and the frequency of those messages separate 
from the effects it has on adolescents’ sexual attitudes and behaviors. Many of the articles that 
were found dealt with the causal link between the source and the behaviors, not in the programs, 
but in real life. It was difficult to find research that just focused specifically on what the media is 
telling adolescents without the effects concerning sexuality. 
While many of these studies were helpful about the research used to study the sexual 
messages in media, they are not without their critiques. Many of the studies defined sexual 
content differently, used groups that could have been more diverse in age and ethnicity, and used 
measures to acquire the information such as viewing programs in unnatural environments and 
filling out surveys. The biggest gap was the difficulty in finding material relevant to the issue of 
what messages the media are telling adolescents. While there are negative aspects to this 
research, these studies have also provided some positive aspects regarding this topic. 
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2.7 Implications of Research 
The studies that have been done on sexual messages in the media can be used for 
important reasons. These studies looked at the presentation of sexuality in television, the way in 
which sex was portrayed on television, its usefulness, how realistic the act and the outcomes 
were, and the patterns across genres and network types. They also showed the types of messages 
that are being given in television shows, how messages of safe-sex are rare. These studies can 
help to show that adolescents are using television as a primary source for their information on 
sexuality and that it is often inaccurate and unhelpful.  
Each of these studies has demonstrated that television has become a major source for 
sexual socialization among adolescents. Perhaps these studies will affect how television 
programs decide to present sexuality to its viewers. Maybe they will incorporate safer sex 
messages and show sexual acts with consequences that provide a more accurate depiction of sex. 
In Hetrsoni’s (2008) study, adolescents perceived television as the second most useful source of 
information. If television programs can work to improve the information they are providing, 
maybe their perceived usefulness to adolescents will increase. 
More research could also be done on the programming that is not considered to be the 
most popular. A more diverse sample of television programs can yield different results. Not all 
adolescents are inclined to watch dramas and sitcoms, many of them will watch news broadcasts, 
game shows, and sports shows which may have sexual content in them that has not been 
analyzed. Sexual content may appear in these other excluded genres and their portrayal of sex is 
not being taken into consideration. They suggest that sexual content is being integrated into a 
wider array of shows and genres, such as reality shows, so that even adolescents without access 
to cable or satellite television can be exposed to shows where sex is the focus. Commercials 
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should also be included. While they are not as lengthy in time as a television show, Fisher, Hill, 
Grube and Gruber (2004) only coded in 2-minute intervals in their study. Commercials are also a 
big part of the television experience of adolescents. This can provide research in other areas of 
media that were not previously coded for adolescents’ exposure to sexual content.   
Also, the methods in which these studies are conducted should be analyzed for future 
research. Participants should be in natural, comfortable settings when coding for sexual content 
as they would when watching television in their own homes. Many of the studies utilized surveys 
and questionnaires in their studies. While these can give general information regarding the study 
at hand, it limits the depth in which these questions were answered. Perhaps they could do more 
group discussions or one-on-one interviews with the participants in order to get more thorough 
answers for their study. In additional, more recent studies should be conducted to measure the 
media consumption of adolescents and their time spend multi-task viewing. Twitter research 
should also be conducted to measure the scale in which adolescents are responding via twitter 
and if their responses are in agreement with messaging that might contain sexual content. 
Future studies may also want to include less acceptable sexual behaviors when coding for 
television. Hetstroni’s study (2008) included homosexuality when coding for sexual content 
which may reflect the current societal trends. Some other nontraditional sexual behaviors include 
fetishism, sadomasochism, and other deviations. Some of this content has been included in some 
genres, however, it is not commonly researched in regards to the sexual content coded for in 
television programs because they are less common and less acceptable. 
Also, the definition of sexuality could be made more clear in future research. Many of the 
studies used different definitions for what constituted as sexual content. Furthermore, this sexual 
content was broken down further into categories such as discussion, behavior, explicitness, 
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sexual health, etc. This would mean that different researchers would have different 
interpretations of what is considered sexual content and how much of it is present in television 
programs most viewed by adolescents. 
Finally, future research should be done to help expand the knowledge about what the 
media is telling adolescents about sexuality. After critiquing the studies, it was difficult to come 
by studies that could separate the messages from their effects. More studies should be done 
focusing only on the context, content, and frequency of sex on television without the effects on 
attitudes and behaviors. As television continues to play a significant role in how adolescents 
learn about sex, more research needs to be provided specifically on what these messages are 
telling adolescents. 
2.8 Conclusion  
Television has proven to be a very prominent source in how adolescents acquire 
information about sexuality. Research has supported that television plays a significant role in 
how adolescents are taught about sex. Yet, these programs present sexuality in an unrealistic 
way. The portrayal of sex on television is not only limited to the act itself but the discussion of 
the act, related behaviors, and the possible outcomes. Sex is often shown with little or no 
consequences. Messages about sexual safety and responsibility are rare. These messages about 
sex are found in high levels across genres and networks. However, the messages are not 
providing useful information to the adolescents who view these programs. 
 This literature review presented an analysis of television programs for their presentation 
of sexuality, the types of messages they are sending, and the frequency in which these messages 
occurs. It has critiqued the gaps in the literature and provided the framework for future studies. 
This literature review has helped to establish what more can be done to educate adolescents 
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about sexuality and the improvements needed for television to provide a more accurate and 
helpful depiction of sex. Adolescents are often uncomfortable seeking out information from the 
conventional sources such as their parents, peers, and educators. Television and other forms of 
media provide a quick and private way for them to learn about sexuality. With the escalating 
rates of health related issues such as unwanted pregnancies and STD and HIV/AIDS contraction, 
television should take its role in an adolescents’ sexual socialization process more seriously and 
try to incorporate more accurate and responsible messages about sexuality. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
 This case study consists of a qualitative content analysis of MTV’s twitter account from 
September 15, 2016 to October 15, 2016, to represent reactions via social media from viewers 
watching MTV’s Teen Mom 2. All tweets relating to Teen Mom 2 between the ages of 10-19 
were recorded and coded. Data were gathered with the intention of exposing the reaction from 
viewers to sexual content displayed on the show, as a way to understand the common norms of 
adolescents and their attitudes towards the sexual content in which they are being exposed to.  
 
3.2 Criteria for Content Analysis 
 In order to better identify and explore the perceptions of adolescents and their perception 
of sexual content on television, the researcher chose to study one of the leading portfolios of 
cable TV channels, MTV Networks. This cable giant owned by parent company VIACOM totals 
170 branded channels. According to Petrillo, Viacom holds over 10% of market share for all 
cable networks.  The company reaches 640 million households in more than 160 countries. 
Viacom’s performance is not only linked to its substantial investment in original programming, 
but also to the expansion of its own branded networks across digital platforms, attributed to the 
fact that millennias consume media through multiple outlets (Petrillo, 2015). On a monthly basis, 
millennials watch 64 hours of TV (on a TV set), while they spend 23 hours with Facebook 
(Wallace, 2015). 
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MTV Networks follow a segmentation strategy for each of its TV properties, targeting 
each channel by demographic. Its flagship network, MTV Networks, reaches some 100 million 
households targeting the18-34 age group by focusing on popular music videos and reality-based 
shows (Hoovers, 2015). This segment represents 33% of the population (MTV, 2014).  Taken 
directly from MTV’s marketing literature, “Young adults 15-17 are excited consumers and 
extremely impressionable. Now is the time to influence their choices (Parents TV, 2015) The 
overwhelming quantity of adolescent viewers have provided a solid basis to move forward with 
this qualitative content analysis study.  
 Another condition for the study is that the chosen TV network to be analyzed must have a 
verified Twitter account. A verified Twitter account could be determined by identifying a check 
mark inside a blue circle next to the account. In order for the study to be conducted, the TV 
network must be consistently updating and monitoring their twitter account. The TV networks 
must frequently use Twitter and was necessary in order to proceed with the content analysis. 
Twitter is an excellent medium for conversation in real time. From one tweet, a researcher can 
delve into the opinions of viewers during live viewing. By tracking network generated hashtags 
to promote the TV program, the researcher has access to conversations from viewers expressing 
their opinions about the show in an organized manner. For these reasons, Twitter was chosen as 
the social media platform to examine perceptions of viewers. 
 Another vital part of the methodology is defining the term “adolescent” for this 
qualitative content analysis study. For the purpose of this study, adolescent was defined as the 
onset of physiologically normal puberty, and ends when an adult identity and behavior are 
accepted. This period of development corresponds roughly to the period between the ages of 10 
and 19 years (US National Library of Medicine National Institutes of Health, 2013). Persons 
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used in this study will fall within this age group. Through Twitter profiles, the researcher can 
decipher the age of the respondent and properly classify their perception as it relates to the study. 
In order to delve deeper into the conversations of the respondents, the researcher has 
chosen to use a hashtag created specifically for the show chosen for the study, Teen Mom 2. 
Tweets with the hashtag #Teenmom2 were observed and collected as a part of the research 
sample. For the purpose of this study, a hashtag is used to mark keywords or topics in a tweet. It 
was created organically by Twitter users as a way to categorize messages” (Merriam-Webster 
2015). Persons used in this study responded with the hashtag TeenMom2 and fall within the age 
limitations of the study.  
 The researcher wanted to explore the reactions on Twitter from the viewers of MTV’S 
show Teen Mom 2, with the corresponding hashtag created by MTV over a specified time period. 
The researcher determined Teen Mom 2 will be the show chosen for this study. This particular 
show was chosen because it targets the defined adolescent group this study is trying to reach, 
while also encompassing sexual content and teen pregnancy presented as a reality television 
show. To gain a deeper understanding, the synopsis of Teen Mom 2 is a spin-off of the 
documentary MTV series 16 & Pregnant. MTV states, “We are following the stories of four girls 
on the first season of 16 & Pregnant who are facing the challenges of their first years of 
motherhood. Each episode interweaves stories of four teenage girls who are navigating the 
bumpy terrain of adolescence, growing pains, and coming of age-all while facing responsibility 
of being young mothers (MTV, 2015). The reasons listed above parallel Teen Mom 2 as the show 
used to prompt conversations from adolescents on Twitter who post their positive or negative 
reactions. 
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The time allotted for the study in the middle of the sixth season of Teen Mom 2, leading 
up to the live finale from September 15, 2016 to October 15, 2016. In addition to studying the 
show as a whole, the researcher wanted to study the perception of respondents regarding the cast 
of the show, and if they were responding positively or negatively. The combined quantity and 
variety of tweets using the hashtag #TeenMom2 by viewers voicing their opinions about the 
show’s content and/or specific action of a main character throughout this collection time period 
proved an assortment of tweets to be recorded and later coded. A total of 4 cast members were 
chosen for this study to eliminate character bias.  
3.3 Data Collection and Procedure 
 In order to better understand this phenomenon and successfully answer the research 
questions for this content analysis study, the most dominant cable network reaching the 18-35 
demographic, MTV, was chosen for this study. As MTV’s top rated reality show in their 
portfolio capturing over 1.895 million viewers (Kissel, 2015) Teen Mom 2 will provide a 
plethora of responses based on the reach and relevance of subject matter.  
3.3.1 Twitter Account 
 MTV has its own verified twitter handle which is @MTV. Verified Twitter accounts are 
highly sought users in music, acting, fashion, government, politics, religion, journalism, media, 
sports, business and other key interest areas all approved by Twitter based on influence. MTV’s 
Twitter account currently has 13 million followers and continues to grow (MTV Tweets, 2015). 
Among its 141,000 tweets, most are promoting programming with specific hashtags used to 
easily classify conversation about the show (MTV Tweets, 2015). 
 3.3.2 Age of Respondents 
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For the purpose of this study, in addition to the verified Twitter account and hashtags 
created by MTV, the respondents must be within the ages of 10-19 as defined in the earlier 
section of this thesis. The researcher has access to the age of the respondent by clicking on their 
Twitter profile. With the ages of the respondents displayed on their Twitter page, the researcher 
can code the tweets of the respondents who fall within the limitations of age chosen to represent 
adolescents. By classifying the reactions of the show of those individuals who match the defined 
adolescent scope on twitter, we can identify if the shows content is perceived as positive or 
negative.  
3.3.3. Collection of Tweets 
The collection of tweets chosen were based on the criteria set in the methodology of this 
study, any tweet using the hashtag #TeenMom2 who fall within the ages of 10-19 were chosen as 
part of the research sample. Tweets were only observed and collected if they had any connection 
to MTV’s Television Show, Teen Mom 2. These specific tweets were recorded in order to 
discover the perception from our sample to illustrate the show’s content encompassing teen 
pregnancy, and if content received positively with our defined adolescent group. The collected 
tweets will also demonstrate if Teen Mom 2 is influencing perceptions on what are acceptable 
sexual behaviors. Respondents use for this study all remain anonymous in order to protect their 
privacy. The researcher displayed the tweet but will leave the twitter name out for purpose of this 
study. 
The researcher used a Twitter account to observe MTV’s Twitter feed and monitor the 
hashtag #TeenMom2. In addition to the twitter account, a word document was kept to organize 
all related tweets. Prior to creating the coding instructions and determining the types of Tweets 
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and their relevant categories, the researcher examined the hashtag before September 15, 2015. 
This exploration of tweets provided insight on how to narrow or expand the scope of study.  
The content analysis for the hashtag #TeenMom2 was collected beginning Tuesday, 
September 15, 2015 and ended Sunday, October 15, 2015. The tweets were all recorded Eastern 
Daylight Standard Time. The researcher wanted to track the hashtag while the show was 
midseason in order to receive real-time reactions from viewers and to also produce the most 
quantity of tweets for a larger sample size to study. 
 Throughout the allotted time period of data collection, all tweets were recorded on a word 
document table to organize findings. The hashtag #eenMom2 was checked once per day to record 
the most up to date information. The researcher also documented the time in which the tweet was 
made. Recording the time of Tweet will illustrate if adolescents view Teen Mom 2 live or record 
and watch at a later time. At the end of the 30th day, a total of 195 were recorded and compiled in 
an organized table. The total number of tweets associated with the #TeenMom2 during the data 
collection period totaled to 1800 tweets. The collection of Tweets table included the number of 
the tweet, date tweet was generated, and tweet content. All 195 Tweets would be analyzed and 
coded, central to purpose of the study.  
 
3.3.4. Coding the Tweets 
 The researcher created a set of Coding Instructions for Tweet types/perceptions the 
researcher and volunteers would be looking when analyzing. Eleven Tweet Types/Perceptions 
accompanied with descriptions were created to classify the type of tweet. The rationale for tweet 
type/perception is to gain a deeper insight into the adolescent’s perception of content as a whole, 
and specific characters on the show. Furthermore, an adolescent might be in agreement with the 
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show, however, may disagree with a character’s behavior. As the Tweets are coded, results could 
lean in agreement of one character and disagreement with another. Each character faces different 
situations involving teen pregnancy and is fundamental to the study. By categorizing the 
perception of character behavior the researcher will better understand the feelings of our 
respondents.  
In addition to delving into perceptions of sexual messages, Tweet Types/Perceptions 
were created to study MTV’s utilization of the hashtag. The significance of monitoring MTV’s 
activity of the hashtag will better illustrate how they respond to conversations surrounding sexual 
messages and their social responsibility as a network for airing such content. The researcher 
wanted to explore the networks social responsibility for showcasing turbulent times in the 
character’s life and exploiting it for entertainment value. Are the character’s behaviors positively 
or negatively influencing their viewers? If so, should MTV be responsible? Is MTV putting forth 
the same effort broadcasting sexual health messages and PSA’s on social media as they do 
during programing? 
3.4 Data Analysis 
Once the data collection period concluded, the tweets generated with the indicated 
hashtag were organized and ready for coding. The researcher chose two volunteers to verify the 
accuracy of the Tweet Type/Perceptions coupled with the original tweet from the data collection 
period. To create no bias in the coding of the Tweets, the researcher sought out two volunteers 
via Facebook to appropriately code the material. For the purpose of this study, the coders will be 
referred to as coder 1 and coder 2. (See appendix B:  Coding Instructions of Type of Tweet). 
Coder 1 and coder 2 carefully began coding the 195 tweets recorded in The Collection of Tweets 
table by following the coding instructions. It is important to note that each volunteer coder 
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individually coded the Tweets. Once submitted, their coding was not shared with the other 
volunteer coder. 
All Tweets recorded were categorized into eleven Tweet Types/Perceptions which the 
researcher created to organize tweets further to analyze tweet utilization.  These Tweets 
Types/Perceptions included Tune-In Tweet, Follower/ Cast Member Retweet, Follower/Cast 
Member Conversation Tweet, Positive Tweets About the Show, Negative Tweets About the 
Show, Positive Tweets About the Cast of Teen Mom 2, Negative Tweets About the Cast of Teen 
Mom 2, Health Messages Promoted by MTV, Cast Member Tweets, and lastly Promotional 
Tweets.   
A Tune-In Tweet is any Tweet that indirectly asks a follower to “Tune in” to the show. A 
Tune-In Tweet suggested a subtle urgency to watch the show. This type of tweet could be made 
by a cast member or MTV. Anytime the researcher observed a tweet that involved an affiliated 
member of the show asking the viewer to “Tune-in” the tweet was recorded and logged as a 
Tune In Tweet. An example of a Tune-In Tweet within the research sample was a tweet 
generated September, 17th at 11:47am as seen below in figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Screen Shot of Tune-In Tweet  
 
 
The second Tweet Type/Perception is defined as a Follower Retweet. This type of tweet 
was originally generated by a follower of @MTV that was then “Retweeted” or simply a 
duplicate of the original tweet by MTV or a cast member. Anytime MTV or a cast member 
Retweeted any follower tweet, it was recorded and logged as a Follower Retweet. An example of 
a Follower Retweet within the research sample is seen below in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Screen Shot of Follower Retweet  
 
 
 
A Follower/Cast Member Conversation Tweet is a response to a tweet originally made 
from a follower to cast member, in which the cast member responds to. This type of tweet was 
signified by a minimum two tweet response dialogue between the fan and the cast member of 
Teen Mom2. Anytime the researcher observed this tweet it was recorded and logged as a 
Follower/Cast Member Conversation tweet. An example of Follower/ Cast Member 
Conversation tweet within the research sample is seen below in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Screen Shot of Follower/Cast Member Conversation Tweet  
 
 
A Cast Member Retweet is any original Tweet made by a cast member of Teen Mom2 
that was “Retweeted” by one of MTV’s social media accounts or another cast member. A retweet 
is a repost of a tweet originally made by another twitter user. Anytime MTV retweeted a cast 
members Tweet it was logged and recorded as a Cast Member retweet. An example of this Tweet 
is seen below in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Screen Shot of Cast Member Retweet  
 
The next Tweet Type/Perception was determined as a Positive Tweet about the Show. 
This is defined as any tweet with a positive mention of the show Teen Mom 2 as a whole. This 
can also include a positive mention of The MTV network for their production and management 
of the show. The tweet must include the hashtag #TeenMom2. Anytime a positive tweet was 
displayed within the limitations of the study, the researcher logged and recorded as a Positive 
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Tweet about the Show. An example of this Tweet Type/Perception is seen below in figure 8 and 
figure 9. 
 
Figure 8. Screen Shot of Positive Tweet About the Show  
 
A Negative Tweet about the show was a tweet that included negative 
attitudes/perceptions of the show Teen Mom 2. The tweet must include the hashtag #TeenMom2 
and can include any mention of the MTV network with a negative connotation. As a tweet 
populated the feed which fell within this category, the researcher logged and recorded as such. 
For an example of this Tweet Type/Perception please see figure 9 below. 
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Figure 9. Screen Shot of Positive Tweet about the Show  
 
Negative Tweets about the show include any negative attitudes/perceptions about the 
show as a whole from a respondent follower that fall within the age limitation set for this 
research sample. This Tweet Type/Perception is central to the study by delving into the thought 
process of adolescents and if they have a positive or negative attitude about the show as a whole. 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Screenshot of Negative Tweets About the Show  
Much like the positive and negative tweet categories about the show listed above, the 
next two categories include positive and negative opinions, however, towards a specific cast 
member of the show Teen Mom 2. This would include the following Verified Twitter handles of 
cast members including @TM2LeahDawn @PBandJenelley_1 @ChelseaHouska and 
@KailLowry. The researcher chose to segment the positive and negative tweets regarding 
specific cast members due to the drastic variations of the nature of behaviors. Some cast 
members of the show have more radical behaviors than others. By breaking down the opinions of 
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our study population the researcher can gain a deeper insight as to why the tweets are positive 
and negative from respondents. See figure 10 below for an example of this particular Tweet 
Type/Perception  
 
Figure 11. Screenshot of Positive Tweet About Cast Member  
Negative Tweets about the Cast of Teen Mom 2 include any negative mention or 
disagreements with the specific cast members. This includes the following Verified Twitter 
handles @TM2Leah Dawn @PBandJenelley_1 @ChelseaHouska and @KailLowry. Once a 
tweet of the manner was made by our research population, it was recorded and documented as a 
Negative Tweets about a Cast Member of Teen Mom 2. See Figure 12 below for an example of 
this specific Tweet Type/Perception.  
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 Figure 12. Screenshot of Negative Tweet About the Show  
 Given the nature of this study, sexual health messages are a critical piece of research. 
Sexual Health Messages promoted by MTV are any tweet including physical, emotional, mental 
and social well-being in relation to sexuality. As topics involving sexual health are intertwined 
within Teen Mom 2, the researcher wanted to record how MTV as a network addresses the 
behavior portrayed by the characters of the show via social media. As tweets were generated by 
MTV that promoted sexual health messages they were recorded and documented. See figure 12 
for an example of a Sexual Health Message Tweeted by MTV. 
Figure 13. Screenshot of Sexual Health Messages Promoted by MTV 
A Cast Member Tweet is defined for the purpose of this study as a tweet that is originally 
made from the cast members of Teen Mom 2. They can use this Tweet Type/Perception for 
purposes such as show promotion or updates of daily life. Cast member interaction with fans is 
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an integral part of the study. With these interactions and updates the researcher can determine if 
the adolescent is relating to the cast member positively or negatively as a “role model.”  See 
Figure 14 for an example of a Cast Member Tweet. 
 
 
 
Figure 14. Screenshot of Cast Member Tweet  
 
The last Tweet Type/Perception is categorized as a Show Promotion Tweet. This specific 
tweet encompasses any tweet from MTV that is promoting the show Teen Mom 2, cast members 
and their social media accounts in a positive manner. This can include updates of cast members, 
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pictures, and questions to followers to prompt twitter conversations. See Figure 14 below for an 
example of a Show Promotion Tweet.  
 
 
Figure 15. Screen Shot of Show Show Promotion Tweet  
 As per the instructions, the two volunteer coders coded the tweets into the categories they 
reasoned appropriate. The researcher reviewed the results in order to establish inconsistencies in 
the results. A total of five tweets were revised after analyzing the different results from Coder 1 
and Coder 2.  
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 Once the two volunteers coded the data and the researcher created a final version of 
results. From this data several charts were complied to gain a deeper understanding of the results 
given. These include charts displaying number of positive and negative tweets about the show 
and the cast members. Two pie charts were also created to show comparison between cast 
members retweets and fan interaction compared to MTV’s customer reaction. In addition, the 
researcher wanted to explore the frequency of sexual health messages promoted by MTV via 
Twitter.  
 Inter-coder reliability of content analysis is used as a measure of research quality. A high 
percentage of agreement suggests sound research methodology, as opposed to a high 
disagreement suggest unsound research methodology. In relation to this content analysis, the 
percentage agreement was used to determine the inter-coder reliability of the two volunteers 
coders used for the study. Percentage agreement is the percentage of all coding decisions made 
by pairs of coders on which the coders agree (Lombard,Synder-Dutch, & Bracken, 2002). The 
content analysis included 195 tweets, displaying disagreements of Coder 1 and Coder 2 in 
disagreement five times out of 195. They exposed a 2.5% coder disagreement and therefore 
revealing a 97.5% coder agreement. As per the coding instructions, Coder 1 and Coder 2 
organized all 195 tweets from the sample in an acceptable and reliable method. The researcher 
determined that Coder 1 categorized the Tweets in a more correct manner than Coder 2. The 
inter-coder reliability results deem that this content analysis study is valid and can be used for the 
purpose of this study.   
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 
4.1 Introduction 
The data analysis of the hashtag #TeenMom2 brought forth results needed to effectively 
answer the research questions revealed in Chapter one. With scholarly works and industry 
information resources, the researcher was able to successfully answer the first Research question. 
A case study was assembled to explore the presentation of sexuality in television, the way in 
which sex was portrayed on television, its usefulness, how realistic the act and the outcomes 
were, and the patterns across genres and network types. They also showed the types of messages 
that are being given in television shows, and how messages of safe-sex are rare. To effectively 
answer the second Research Question, the researcher conducted an original content analysis 
study focusing on Twitter responses from adolescents who watched the show Teen Mom 2. The 
researcher carefully categorized and analyzed their perceptions of sexual health messages 
presented on the show in a positive or negative manner.  
4.2 Does the increased frequency of sexual messages on television influence 
perceptions and common norms in the adolescent audience? 
The first Research Question asked if the increased frequency of sexual messages on 
television influence the common norms regarding sexual perceptions in adolescents. The 
researcher’s case study has proven the media to be a very prominent source in how adolescents 
acquire information about sexuality. The literature review reveals adolescents devote more of 
their time consuming media than their time in school. Research has supported that television 
plays a significant role in how adolescents are taught about sex. Yet, these programs present 
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sexuality in an unrealistic or extreme way. The portrayal of sex on television is not only limited 
to the act itself but the discussion of the act, related behaviors, and the possible outcomes. Sex is 
often shown with little or no consequences. Messages about sexual safety and responsibility are 
rare. These messages about sex are found in high levels across genres and networks. However, 
the messages are not providing useful information to the adolescents who view these programs. 
The literature review proves sexual messages have increased in programming popular among 
adolescents, more adolescents are spending most of their time consuming media all the while 
positive sexual health and safety messages only make up a small fraction of what adolescents are 
exposed to while consuming programs. 
4.3 How are television networks portraying sexual content to adolescent viewers through 
reality shows? Are these messages influencing perception of sexual norms in adolescents 
positively or negatively, specifically via twitter discussion?  
The second Research Question asked how television networks were portraying sexual 
content to adolescents. In order to examine the first part of this question more thoroughly, the 
researcher chose to examine a reality show that displays the trials and tribulations of being a teen 
mother. Through examining content on Teen Mom 2 and reaction to the content from our 
targeted group via Twitter one can gain a deeper understanding of how adolescents are 
interpreting the situations presented on Teen Mom 2 positively or negatively. Additionally, the 
researcher can examine how the television network is promoting the show and responding to 
followers. The researcher can get a closer look as to how the network is exhibiting social 
responsibility for the sexual messages displayed throughout their content by offering education 
and resources for adolescents in need and if their efforts are frequent enough to make an 
impression. 
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4.3.1. Totals of Tweet Types/ Perceptions  
According to the hashtag #TeenMom2, a total of 195 tweets were generated from the 
adolescent age group 10-19 years of age (defined in earlier section) that were collected beginning 
Tuesday, September 15, 2015 and ended Sunday, October 15, 2015.All 195 tweets used in our 
sample are reflected in the graph below, which demonstrates how many times the eight Tweet 
Types created were accounted for. 
Negative Tweets about the cast member of Teen Mom 2 occurred the most with a total of 
40 instances as displayed in the Total Tweet Types/Perceptions Generated graph (Figure 16). Of 
the total 195 tweets expressed in the study, this equates to a 20.51% usage rate encompassing 
negative tweets involving cast members. These 11 Tweet Types/Perceptions had a total 209 
occurrences and according to Figure17, negative tweets about cast members took place 19.1% of 
total occurrences. To explain how the usage and occurrence rate are derived see Appendix B: 
Usage Rate and Occurrence Rate Formula.  
Negative tweets about the show Teen Mom 2, according to Figure 16, negative tweets 
about the cast members were used 37 times which makes the negative tweet categories the most 
frequently used in the study (The researcher is referencing the two most tweeted Tweet 
Types/Perceptions were of the negative category). This translates to an 18.97% usage rate of 
negative tweets about the show. Of the 209 occurrences, negative tweets about the show had a 
17.7% occurrence rate (Figure 17). 
Positive tweets about the show, as seen in Figure 16, was used a total of 30 instances 
which made positive tweets about the show the third most frequently used tweet type/perception. 
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This demonstrated a 15.38% usage rate involving positive tweets about the show Teen Mom 2. 
In observance to the occurrences, positive tweets about the show had a 14.35% occurrence rate 
(Figure 17). 
Figure 16 revealed Positive Tweets about the Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 appeared 29 
times throughout the study, making it the fifth most utilized, representing a 14.87% usage rate. 
Of the 209 occurrences, Positive Tweets about the Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 had a 13.8 
occurrence rate (Figure 17). 
The fifth most frequently used Tweet Type/Perception is Cast Member Tweets as 
represented in Figure 16. This illustrated an 11.23% usage rate of tweets generated by cast 
members of the show Teen Mom 2. As displayed in Figure 17, cast member tweets took place 
10.5% of the total occurrences.  
The Tune-In Tweet Type/Perception, according to Figure 16, was used 16 times 
throughout the study displaying an 8.2% usage rate of this specific Tweet Type/Perception. In 
regards to occurrences, The Tune-In Tweet had a 7.6% occurrence rate expressed in Figure 17. 
Next, The Follower Retweet Type/Perception had a total of 15 instances.  This 
demonstrated a 7.6% usage rate of the Follower Retweet Type/Perception as illustrated in Figure 
16. In terms of occurrences, this specific category occurred 7.17% of the time.  
Figure 16 revealed that Follower/Cast Member Conversation Tweet Type/Perception was 
generated throughout the study a total of 14 times, representing a usage rate of 17.7%. This 
Tweet Type/Perception occurred 6.69% throughout our research sample findings. 
Cast member retweets had 6 instances throughout the study, therefore producing a usage 
rate of 3%. With regard to the occurrence rate, this Tweet Type/Perception generated an 
occurrence rate of 2.8%. 
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The remaining Tweet Types/Perceptions encompassed less than 5 instances in the study. 
The Positive Promotion Tweet had only 4 instances, translating to a usage rate of 2% and an 
occurrence rate of 1.9%. Sexual Health Message Tweets only had a 1% usage rate and occurred 
only .9% of the time. 
 
Figure 16. Totals of Tweet Type/Perceptions Generated  
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 Figure 17. Tweet Type/Perception Occurrence Percentage Breakdown  
 
 
Relationship Study of Tweet Type/Perceptions 
The researcher chose to manipulate the Tweet Types/Perceptions further by creating 
relevant subcategories examining relationships between Tweet Types/Perceptions. The first 
subcategory studied are network marketing messages. The next subcategory will take a closer 
look at follower interactions. Lastly, a subcategory was created to study the perception of the 
show Teen Mom 2 focusing on adolescent responses via Twitter and if those responses were 
positive or negative. The three subcategories are accompanied with a usage rates and occurrence 
percentage pie charts. 
The first graph created by the researcher, Tweets in Relation to Network Marketing 
Messages, provided a visual interpretation of three Tweet Types/Perceptions. These included 
Tune-In Tweets, Promotional Tweets, and Sexual Health Messages. The Tweet Types listed 
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above all touch upon customer interaction generated from the network. The interactions range 
from prompting a call to action to watch Teen Mom 2 to providing sexual health resources for 
adolescents. The researcher wanted to focus on how the Network was “talking” to their 
adolescent followers and if the quantity was sufficient in relation to other Tweet 
Type/Perceptions in the study. Tweets generated in regards to an upcoming airing of Teen Mom 
2 had a total of 16 instances (Figure 18). This translates to a 70% occurrence rate of tweets 
generated in correlation to Network Marketing Messages (See Figure 19). 
 Any positive mention supporting cast members of Teen Mom 2 and or the show Teen 
Mom 2 generated from the Network fell under Promotional Tweets. As presented below in 
Figure 18, Promotional Tweets revealed 4 instances, this proved to be 20% occurrence rate of the 
total tweets generated in correlation to Network Marketing Messages (Figure 19). 
 
 
Figure 18. Tweets in Relation to Network Marketing Messages  
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 One of the most surprising results discovered from the study was the minimal 
encouragement of sexual health resources from the Network on their Twitter feed. Out of the 195 
tweets generated, only 2 pertaining to sexual health from MTV were generated. This accounts for 
a 10% occurrence rate of the total tweets generated in correlation to Network Marketing 
Messages (Figure 18). 
 
 
 
Figure 19. Occurrence Percentage of Tweets in Relation to Network Marketing Messages 
In the next subcategory, the researcher created a graph to examine the tweets generated in 
relation to follower interactions. The tweets generated in the Tweets in Relation to Follower 
Interaction graph ( Figure 20)  demonstrates a breakdown of four Tweet Types/Perceptions 
including Follower Retweet, Follower/ Cast Member Conversation Tweet, Cast Member 
Retweet, and Cast Member Tweet. All encompass interactions with followers.  
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The most prominent Tweet Type/Perception within this subcategory is Cast Member 
Tweets with 22 instances, second is Follower Retweet with 15 instances, third is Follower/Cast 
Member Interaction Conversation Tweet with 14 instances, and last is Cast Member Retweet 
with 6 instances (Figure 20). This translates to a percent occurrence of Tweets generated in 
correlation to follower interaction of 38.5%, 26.3%, 24.5%, and 10.5% respectively (Figure 21). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Figure 20. Tweets Generated in Relation to Follower Interaction 
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Figure 21. Occurrence Percentage of Tweets in Relation to Follower Interaction  
 
The final subdivision in direct relationships between the Tweet Types/Perceptions 
considers positive or negative responses from adolescent audience. Within the study, Positive 
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Tweets about the Show producing 37 instances. Next, is Positive Tweets about the Show with 30 
instances. Lastly, Positive Tweets about the Cast Member of Teen Mom 2 with 29 instances 
The researcher produced a graph, Occurrence Percentage of Tweets in Relation to 
Adolescent Response to Teen Mom 2 (Figure 23) that outlines 136 total tweets instances among 
the four Tweet Type/Perceptions. Out of the 195 tweets collected, this subdivision occurred 70% 
of the time in this study. Negative Tweets about the Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 produced a 
29.4% occurrence rate, Negative Tweets about the Show produced a 27.2% occurrence rate, 
Positive Tweets about the Show produced a 22% occurrence rate, and lastly Positive Tweets 
about the Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 produced a 21% occurrence rate correspondingly.  
 
Figure 23. Occurrence Percentage of Tweets in Relation to Adolescent Response to Teen 
Mom 2 
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4.3.3. Trends in Generated Tweets 
The researcher wanted to observe direct relation between separate Tweet 
Types/Perceptions, The Retweets and Follower/Cast Member Conversation Tweets. The first Pie 
graph provides a closer look in comparing the Retweets spotlights on who retweeted a follower 
more frequently throughout the study. To break this category down even further, the researcher 
wanted to see how many times MTV responded as opposed to cast members of the show Teen 
Mom 2. Figure 24 illustrates that among the Retweet type tweets collected for the study, the 
majority is follower Retweets from the cast members of Teen Mom 2 not MTV. Out of the 15 
instances, only 4 were from MTV which involved a tweet from either a follower or Cast 
Members of Teen Mom 2. This equates to an occurrence rate of 73% of the time a cast member 
of the show retweeted an audience tweet as opposed to MTV which produced an occurrence rate 
of only 26%. MTV would receive a notification of their tweet and would repost or retweet the 
message. 
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Figure 24. Follower Retweet Response Percentage  
 As displayed earlier in the findings section of this thesis, Cast Member Retweets 
appeared 6 times throughout the study. This phenomenon occurred when MTV would retweet an 
original tweet made by a cast member. However, of the 22 original tweets made by cast 
members, MTV only retweeted 6 of them. As illustrated in the chart below, this produces an 
occurrence rate of 27%.  
 
 
Figure 25. Percentage Breakdown of MTV Retweets  
Focusing on conversations taking place throughout our study. The researcher wanted to 
highlight who was having conversations with their adolescent audience, MTV or cast member of 
the show. Throughout the study, a conversation tweet appeared 14 times. Out of the 14 instances, 
cast members responded the most with 6 responses, MTV with 5, and followers having 
22
6
Percentage Breakdown of MTV Retweets 
Cast Member Tweets Number of Tweets MTV Retweeted
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conversations with other followers 3 occasions. Figure 26 displays the percentage breakdown of 
conversation responders displaying an occurrence rate of 42%, 35% and 21% respectively. 
 
 
Figure 26. Percentage Breakdown of Conversation Responders 
In terms of positive or negative attitudes about the show Teen Mom 2 or the cast members 
of Teen Mom 2, majority of adolescent responses were negative. Of the 195 tweets generated 40 
were negative mentions of the cast members and 37 were negative thoughts regarding the show 
as a whole. Of all the tweets in the study, negative Tweet Types/Perceptions encompass 77 
tweets out of 195 and 36% of all occurrences. 
42%
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Figure 22. Tweets Generated in Relation to Adolescent Response to Teen Mom 2 
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CHAPTER5: Discussion 
5.1 Introduction 
 Television networks are forced to stay relevant in order to stay competitive and captivate 
their audiences, however networks also share the social responsibility off the message their 
content verbalizes to viewers.  Frequent and early exposure to content as an adolescent can alter 
decision-making and create a false sense of reality (Flores, A., & James, C., 2013). In recent 
years, it has become progressively more difficult for parents to monitor what their adolescent is 
watching due to the portability of viewing content. Furthermore, adolescents are spending more 
time watching television than ever before. The average teenager spends more time in front of the 
television than any other activity besides sleeping. At the same time, analyses indicate that 
sexual content on TV appears on 83% of programs popular among adolescent (Greenfield, P. M., 
2014). As their eyes are glued on the repetitive message on television, adolescents are shifting 
their viewing habits to streaming content and actively engaging on twitter. As the front runner, 
MTV tailors content that appeals to the adolescent demographic and leverages new and 
innovative ways to connect to their audience. This study was designed to shed light on how one 
Television show can effect the perceptions of adolescents concerning sexual behaviors positively 
or negatively through conversations via Twitter.  
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5.2 Discussion 
How are television networks portraying sexual content to adolescent viewers through reality 
shows? Are these messages influencing perception of sexual norms in adolescents positively or 
negatively, specifically via twitter discussion?  
MTV appeals to an adolescent demographic constantly seeking out new and innovative 
ways to appeal to their audience. As reality television started to gain ratings, MTV created a new 
reality program 16 and Pregnant where cameras followed the lives of teenage girls who are 
faced with a teenage pregnancy. Subsequently, as this show became a controversial success, 
MTV created a spin off called Teen Mom and Teen Mom 2. Content in this program contains a 
wide array of mature obstacles from drug abuse, to physical assault, to legal battles over custody, 
to the act of sex itself. The main objective of this study was to explore the Twitter feed with the 
shows prompted hashtag #TeenMom2 and uncover the thoughts of their adolescent audience. 
The researcher observed tweets made by the ages of 10-19 years of age and categorized these 
Tweets into eight original Tweet/Types Perceptions that the researcher created. These Tweet 
Types/ Perceptions were created in an attempt to reveal how MTV interacts with their adolescent 
audience and how the audience perception of the show Teen Mom 2 is translated positively or 
negatively.  
5.2.1 The Adolescent Response to Teen Mom 2 Via Twitter  
The two highest Tweet Type/Perceptions displayed by using the indicated hashtag 
represented a negative perception from adolescents. Our sample displayed the most utilized 
Tweet Type/Perception was Negative Tweets About the Cast of Teen Mom 2, with a total of 40 
out of 195 observed in the study. A Negative Tweet About the Cast of Teen Mom 2 was 
signified by the @ symbol as part of the cast member’s Twitter handle included in the tweet. 
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Seldom in the study would MTV respond to a negative tweet about the cast members. More than 
MTV, the cast would respond to negative tweets about them, some responses would be positive 
but other came across as combative. With this particular Tweet Type/Perception being the most 
utilized by adolescents, the general consensus does not agree with the behavior exhibited the cast 
member of Teen Mom 2. Furthermore, the adolescent sample chosen for this study has a negative 
perception of how situations are being displayed on the television show. This presents one of two 
outcomes, first adolescents do not agree with how the character is acting in a certain situation 
and would act differently if they were presented with the same situation or the adolescent does 
not agree with situation entirely. All we can deduce from the research sample is the majority of 
Tweets collected were perceived negatively.  
The second most utilized Tweet Type/Perception with 37 out of 195 tweets used in the 
study is Negative Tweets about the Show. Concerning Negative Tweets about the Cast Members, 
the researcher can decipher if they disagree with specific character and their actions, but related 
to this specific Tweet Type/Perception the researcher can find out if the perception about the 
show as a whole is negative or positive. From our research sample, the perception of Teen Mom 
2 is negative pertaining to adolescents. Total tweets used in the study associated with negative 
attitudes totals 77 tweets out of 195. The occurrence rate of negative tweets related to this 
research sample is 39.48% of tweets. Please note that if the tweet occurred twice within the 
negative Tweet Types/Perception it was not included twice in Table 1.Majority of the negative 
tweets included disagreements with the financial gain of being on the show, the exploitation by 
MTV of the show Teen Mom 2, and making light of real issues like depression (See Table 1: 
Negative Tweets About the Show). The two most shocking tweets from this Tweet 
Type/Perception are as follows, “I question my life choices when all the #teenmom2 girls have 
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big houses, fancy cars.” The adolescent portrayal of the show is that being a Teen Mom is easy, 
when in reality it is opposite. In addition, another shocking finding the researcher uncovered was 
the lack of response from MTV when it is associated with anything negative. Even respondents 
noticed the lack of MTV presences via Twitter conversation. For example, Tweet # 141, “What’s 
up with @MTV? Not a single #teenmom2 tweet?” Out of 37 tweets categorized within this 
Tweet Type/Perception only one was responded to and that was from a cast member, not MTV. 
Most twitter activity was during the reunion special and MTV did not respond to one negative 
tweet made by their adolescent fan base.  
See Appendix D. For Table 1  
The #TeenMom2 Twitter feed utilized Positive Tweets about the Show third most 
frequently, with 30 tweets out of 195 tweets recorded as part of the study. This Tweet 
Type/Perception is defined as any positive attitudes/perceptions about the show as a whole from 
a respondent follower. This category provided the researcher with positive perceptions about the 
show from adolescent responders. Unlike the negative categories, the positive categories were 
responded to more frequently from MTV and cast members. The text prior to RT denotes a RT 
message from MTV or cast members. Total positive tweets used in this research sample had an 
occurrence rate of 30.2% of tweets generated were positive tweets. The researcher got to this 
number by adding the positive Tweet Type/Perceptions together. The below table showcases the 
positive tweets within Positive Tweets about the Show and Positive Tweets about the Cast of 
Teen Mom 2. Please note if the tweet was denoted twice within the positive category from the 
coding process it was only used once in the below table. Of the 56 tweets displayed below, only 
eleven were responded to with either a conversation or a RT. Of the eleven, MTV responded 
only four times. The tone of the tweets ranged from affirming helping teens in similar situations 
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relate, to a sense of pride for watching their beloved character grow up and face the realities of 
life, to just enjoying the drama that unfolds on the show for entertainment value. The following 
is a tweet the researcher would like to spotlight “So many parts of @MTV #TeenMom2 hit too 
close to home tonight. I had my baby at 16 and all issues r real.” This is a reality show, 
displaying the lives on these young women for millions to see. The viewers of this show are 
adolescent and can relate to the problems these women face daily. By watching, the viewers can 
learn from their mistakes, see the harsh realities of becoming a teen mom, and try to prevent the 
outcome by practicing safe sex. Majority of the tweets displayed below express their fondness of 
the characters and defensiveness of the hardships they are facing. Please note that the below are 
actual tweets from adolescent responders.  
See Appendix D for Table 2 
 Cast Member Tweets occurred 22 times throughout the research sample. This Tweet 
Type/Perception is defined as any tweet made by the cast of Teen Mom 2. A shocking finding 
observed by the researcher was the frequency of twitter activity made by cast members of the 
show comparable to MTV. The cast member’s tweets included show promotion, daily updates on 
their daily lives with occasional pictures inclusions and live tweeting. Of the 22 tweets, 7 were 
live tweets during the show or finale, 6 tweets were tune-in tweets, 4 were personal updates of 
their personal lives not showcased on the show, and lastly 2 tweets pictures and 2 were show 
promotion with a link inclusion redirecting fans to the MTV website ( See Table 3. Cast 
Member) 
See Appendix D for Table 3 
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The next most utilized Tweet Type/ Perception used in the research sample were Tune-In 
Tweets. This particular Tweet Type/Perception was used 16 times. As displayed above 6 of those 
Tune-In tweets were used by cast members of the show. The remaining Tune-In tweets are 
broken down as follows, five Tune-In tweets were originally generated by MTV and 3 were RT 
by MTV from cast members. The tweets originally generated by MTV included pictures and 
links to their website. MTV twitter account was most active in particular to this Tweet 
Type/Perception. 
 
The Follower Retweet occurred 15 times throughout the research sample. Undoubtedly, 
all the tweets that were RT fell under the positive Tweet Type/ Perception category. The RT 
ranged from supportive tweets on parenting and personal growth, displays of excitement when 
their favorite show would RT their original tweet, and details of the show the viewer enjoyed. 
Out of the 195 tweets used in this study, only 15 were RT by MTV or cast members of the show 
Teen Mom 2 (See Table 4. Breakdown of RT Users in Research Sample). All cast members did 
RT at least one tweet except @TM2LeahDawn. This may be in part because most of the tweets 
specifically about @TM2LeahDawn skewed to the negatively.   
See Appendix D. for Table 4 
Central to the research conducted was uncovering how Television Networks are 
communicating with their adolescent audience. To further, analyze this phenomenon, 
conversations between followers, MTV and cast members were categorized into the Follower/ 
Cast Member Conversation Tweet. This category occurred 14 times throughout the research 
sample. Surprisingly, some of the conversations were combative with followers. For example, 
@PBandJenelley_1 replied to a follower tweet stating, “Why r u so depressed with life u have to 
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come online and comment on my life all night while I’m sleeping.” Shortly after fighting with 
followers via Twitter she posted how she was taking a break from social media and thanked her 
fans for the support. 
MTV positioned their Twitter account to serve as tool in communication with their 
audience in a positive manner. MTV responded the most to several follower opinions and 
positive feedback on events that took place after the airing of the show. Cast members would 
occasionally thank followers for supporting the show and for their words of encouragement.  
See Appendix D. for Table 5 
The Cast Member Retweet was observed a total of 6 times (see table 6. Cast Member 
Retweets Used in Research Sample). MTV retweeted original generated tweets from Cast 
Members with the twitter handles @PBandJenelly_1, @ChelseaHouska, @KailLowry, 
@BabsInstagram, @PapaRandlicious, and @TM2LeahDawn. Most of these cast members made 
several tweets and MTV or other cast members would RT these tweets throughout the course of 
the collection period. The tweets that were observed were mainly used for the purpose of 
promoting the show. By RT an original tweet made by a cast member, MTV is maximizing 
followers in order to effectively relay their message via Twitter. By working together, MTV and  
 Show Promotion Tweet was witnesses four times during the collection period (see Table 
7. Show Promotion Tweets Used in Research Sample).  All of the Positive Promotion Tweets 
were originally made by MTV and involved the cast members somewhere in the original tweet. 
Two specific tweets made by MTV posed a question to followers about situations that transpired 
on the first portion of the reunion special. These two tweets specifically highlight how MTV 
prompts a conversation on Twitter with followers about the show in an effort to get their 
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audience talking. It also demonstrates the instantaneous opinion of the show by their adolescent 
audience.  
See Appendix D. for Table 7 
 The most fundamental Tweet Type/Perception to this study is Sexual Health Messages 
Promoted by MTV, which coincidently is the least amount of tweets observed in the study with a 
total of 2 tweets. Of the 195 tweets used in this study only 2 included a sexual health message to 
their adolescent audience( see table 8. Sexual Health Messages Promoted by MTV Used in 
Research Sample). Many of the situations showcased on the show are very serious adult 
scenarios that should be addressed immediately after airing. For instance, a situation on the show 
involving domestic violence or drugs should be discussed to encourage support and offer the 
proper resources if they may be struggling with the same situation or know someone who is. The 
premise of the show is to feature real-life situations in order to shed light upon the difficulties of 
being a teen mother. However, if a viewer is also struggling with the same difficulties proper 
resources should be made available in order to provide relief and options for overcoming 
obstacles before they escalate to situations featured on the show.  
See Appendix D. for Table 8 
 
Limitations 
While the research brought to light the numerous ways in which one television network 
in particular is portraying sexual content to adolescent viewers through reality shows and if 
these messages are influencing perception positively or negatively through Twitter 
discussion, there were still limitations to the study. Before deciding the framework of the 
study, originally the researcher wanted to consider an additional element. The researcher 
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wanted to explore the difference between a reality based show on a cable network and 
scripted show on the “Big Three” networks that encompass a great deal of sexual messages. 
This component of the study would uncover the difference in social responsibility to provide 
sexual health messages from a cable network and a “Big Three” television network. Also this 
component of the study would expose the difference in social media interaction with their 
adolescent followers. The researcher conducted preliminary research while choosing a prime-
time show that could be considered in the study. Although some of the shows airing during 
the time of the study included high volumes of sexual content and social media interaction 
with their audience via Twitter, the majority of their audience was not adolescent, therefore 
resulting in exclusion of the study. 
Another limitation to this component of the study was the challenging investigation of 
ensuring the tweets used in the study were within the age constraints established for the 
study. As stated in earlier sections of this thesis, the tweet responses to the show Teen Mom 2 
must be from the ages of 10-19. The researcher chose this specific age group to study in 
order to gain a deeper insight into the perceptions of sexual messages on reality television 
and how they are being interrupted from the eyes of an adolescent. The researcher wanted to 
uncover the general consensus of adolescent common norms concerning sexual messages and 
if perception is altered due to exposure on television. Throughout the data collection period 
which lasted 30 days, over 1800 tweets were created with the hashtag #TeenMom2. Of the 
1800, only 195 could be used for the study due to the age constraint. The researcher had to 
verify the age of the respondent by clicking the Twitter account and examining the 
respondent’s info section. If the age of the respondent was not listed, the researcher has to 
discard the tweet.  
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This was a disappointing realization for the researcher and is viewed as the greatest limitation 
within this study. With so much conversation taking place on the Twitter universe regarding 
Teen Mom 2, most of the conversations were not included in the study.  
Another limitation of the study that could be considered is the Tweet Type/Perceptions 
used in the study. All of the Tweet Types/ Perceptions are terms that are currently used to 
describe Twitter and social media activity. Both the volunteer and reader may find it slightly 
confusing due to the newly defined terms, especially if they are unfamiliar with Twitter. The 
Tweet Types/Perceptions were created as part of an original study and provide new 
information for the field. After carefully reading the descriptions of the Tweet 
Types/Perceptions this facilitates readers understanding as why each Tweet Type/Perception 
are defined as such. 
The last limitation of this study is that one of the volunteer coders who participated in the 
study was not familiar with Twitter. Both volunteer coders were provided with supplemental 
materials (see Appendix B: Coding Instructions for Tweet Types/ Perceptions) providing 
sufficient information on key terms used in the study. All descriptions were given as if both 
volunteers were unfamiliar with Twitter and learning subject matter for the first time. With 
one volunteer coder more familiar with Twitter than the other, the researcher was skeptical 
the results would translate correctly for the study. However, because the coding instructions 
were described as if the coder was glancing at the subject matter for the first time, the results 
yielded very similar between the coders. This could be viewed as a bias considering one 
coder had prior knowledge of Twitter, however both coders did accurately code the 
information producing a 97.5% coder agreement outcome.  
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5.3 Recommendations for Future Research 
This qualitative analysis study proposed to offer new information regarding adolescent 
perception of sexual messages displayed on reality television. As stated earlier, this content 
analysis strictly observed one reality television show and the adolescent response via twitter. The 
inclusion of another television show on another Television Network could be used to compare 
the differences in not only the sexual messages used but how frequent the Television Network is 
promoting sexual health messages.  
The studies that have been done on sexual messages in the media can be used for 
important reasons. These studies looked at the presentation of sexuality in television, the way in 
which sex was portrayed on television, its usefulness, how realistic the act and the outcomes 
were, and the patterns across genres and network types. They also showed the types of messages 
that are being given in television shows, how messages of safe-sex are rare. These studies can 
help to show that adolescents are using television as a primary source for their information on 
sexuality and that it is often inaccurate and unhelpful. Much more research can be done in the 
future to improve the television programs most popular among adolescents to include more 
realistic and accurate portrayals of knowledge with messages about sexual health and 
responsibility. 
Finally, future research should be done to help expand the knowledge about what the 
media is telling adolescents about sexuality. After critiquing the studies, it was difficult to come 
by studies that could separate the messages from their effects. More studies should be done 
focusing only on the context, content, and frequency of sex on television without the effects on 
attitudes and behaviors. As television continues to play a significant role in how adolescents 
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learn about sex, more research needs to be provided specifically on what these messages are 
telling adolescent 
5.4 Conclusion  
The Television Network, MTV, utilizes its Twitter account to promote their Television 
shows and as an outlet to engage in discussions with their followers. From the research collected, 
MTV does include a handful of sexual health messages during programming. MTV exercises a 
great deal of social responsibility as a Television Network by partnering with The Henry Kaiser 
Family Foundation in supplying pubic information to support adolescents in making responsible 
decisions about sex. This partnership includes targeted public service ads through the television 
network, social media and mobile websites. However, through the research gathered, on Twitter, 
MTV lacks the social responsibility of providing information to their audience regarding the 
subject matter that is consumed by reality show Teen Mom 2. This research suggest that MTV 
does not provide an ampule amount of resources on Twitter when it comes to safe safe, teen 
pregnancy, drugs, and abusive relationships. MTV recognizes their social responsibly on 
television but lack providing proper materials on Twitter. The researcher discovered that the 
adolescent perception is in disagreement with the behaviors showcased on the show Teen Mom 
2. The responses of adolescents which weighed on the agreement side yielded very close to the 
disagreement perception. The Television Networks executes social responsibility to their 
adolescent viewers by providing the proper resources for optimal sexual health, however with 
more and more adolescent’s multi-task viewing MTV should transcend more of their sexual 
health efforts to their Twitter account in order to fully get the message across to their adolescent 
viewers.  
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Figure1. Market Share of Industry Leading Television Networks Source IBISWORLD 2015 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Media Hardware Breakdown Prepared By Kaiser Family Foundation 2010 
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Figure 3. Media Use Over Time Produced by Kaiser Family Foundation Research Study 2010 
p.3 
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Appendix B: Measure Instrument 
• Collection of Tweets of Tweets Used in The Study 
• Coding Instructions for Tweet Types/Perceptions 
• Comparison of Coder 1 and Coder 2 Results 
• Coding Results 
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Collection of Tweets Table and Coding 
# of Tweet Date of 
Tweet 
Time of Tweet 
(EST) 
Actual Tweets 
1 9/15/15 2:43pm @Twitteruser This scene though @chelseahouska handled the situation perfectly  
2 9/18/15 2:50pm @Twitteruser So many parts of @MTV #TeenMom2 hit too close to home 
tonight. I had my baby at 16 and all issues r real 
3 9/18/15 3:40PM MTV @MTV 
@PBandJenelley_1 made some MTV pals at #NYFW 
Picture and article  
4 9/18/15 4:01pm Jenelle Evans @PBand Jenelley_1 All new episodes of #TeenMom2 tonight at 
10pm. We are gearing up for the season finale. Whos watching? 
5 9/18/15 5:36pm @Twitteruser I’m going to give Jeremy and Corey the benefit of the doubt and 
assume they haven’t been educated on mental illness #TeenMom2 
6 9/18/15 5:50pm @PBandJenelley_1 RT: 
MTV @MTV 
@PBandJenelley_1 made some MTV pals at #NYFW 
7 9/18/15 6:16pm @chelseahouska  
This sweet baby turns 6 today. Happy birthday to my princess #teenmom2 
Picture  
8 9/18/15 6:23pm @Twitteruser Leah’s kids seem so much better when they are with Cory 
#TeenMom2 
9 9/19/15 10:53pm @Twitteruser I’m tired of Corey’s wife putting her input where it isn’t needed 
thanks  #TeenMom2 
10 9/20/15 12:01am @twitteruser The twins need to be with Corey @Teenmom2 
11 9/20/15 1:40am Jenelle Evans @PBandJenelley_1 Try to lead me on, its not working anymore 
#sorrynotsorry #teenmom2 
12 9/20/15 8:52pm @twitteruser @MTV if you decide to do another season of #Teenmom2 we can 
do without @PBandJenelly. We want parents! 
13 9/20/15 9:32AM @twitteruser @MTV pays PBandJenelley_1 way too much to pretend to parent 
two kids #TeenMom2 
14 9/20/15 10:25am @twitteruser how he yells at both Jenelle & her mom is shocking! #TeenMom2 
15 9/20/15 8:31pm @twitteruser The way Corey talks about Leah makes me so angry, you there 
saying the girls have no discipline like you let them run wild too #TeenMom2 
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16 9/20/15 9:22pm @twitteruser #TeenMom2 on #hulu with the bestie 
17 9/21/15 1:27am @Chelseahouska RT @twitteruser 
I love that @chelseahouska is picking at her calluses while on the swings 
#girlswholift #teenmom2 
18 9/22/15 12:23 am  @twitteruser Chelsea @ Aubree conversations ..<3 #Teenmom2  
19 9/22/15 12:37pm Jenelle Evans @PbandJenelley_1 @sk8mom80 @TM2LeahDawn my bad, u are a 
nurse? Wow, sad I would think u would help people not bring them down 
#teenmom2 
20 9/22/15 2:57pm @MTV this season of #TeenMom2 has taugh us a lot: Her’s 5 ways to have 
healthy conflict resolution in relationships: 
21 9/22/15 8:16pm @twitteruser is Lea saying “treatment” in place of rehab #TeenMom2 
22 9/22/15 9:28pm @twitteruser is there a “felons meet.com” or something that Jenelle is on? Would 
explain the new boo #TeenMom2 
23 9/23/15 8:06pm @Twitteruser it’s a good day because #TeenMom2 got renewed for another 
season  
24 9/24/15 7:44am @chelseahouska 
There are no words to describe how sad this made/makes me feel for my little girl 
Sneak peak article for upcoming episode 
25 9/24/15 11:51am @PBandJenelley_1 SEASON FINALE OF #TeenMom2 who’s watching? 
@MTV 
26 9/24/15 12:34pm @Twitteruser man that would’ve broke my heart she said “dad promised me, and 
you never break a promise” #teenmom2 
27 9/24/15 2:28pm @Twitteruser tonight is the season finale of #TeenMom2 what will my dad and I 
do now on Thursdays! 
28 9/25/15 12:00am @MTV RT 
Jenelle Evans @PBandJenelley_1 Season Finale of #Teenmom2 tonight! Whos 
watching @mtv  
29 9/25/15 2:00am @Twitteruser despise Nathan, he’s an absolute control freak he wants everything 
his way or no way!!!Poor Janelle #TeenMom2 
30 9/25/15 6:00am @Chelseahouska but it does make me thanksful for Cole, and for everything he is 
and everything he has done for Aubree. We are so lucky. 
31 9/25/15 8:00am Jenelle Evans @PBandJenelley_1 Breaking his neck checking out the other babies 
in here this morning #ladiesman #teenmom2 
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32 9/25/15 8:15am @Twitteruser Watching #TeenMom2 & just realized @Chelseahouska is the only 
one with a REAL JOB and only 1 kid. Way to go girl! 
33 9/25/15 12:19pm @Twitteruser so Joe doesn’t have a job? How does he live then? #TeenMom2 
34 9/25/15 3:25pm @Twitteruser wait, is Leah high after getting off the plane or? #TeenMom2 
35 9/25/15 8:42pm @Twitteruser #TeenMom2 gets a seventh season so #MTV can keep financing 
immature 20 something and their poor decisions  
36 9/25/15 8:42pm @chelseahouska  
Season finale of #TEENMOM2….Don’t miss it! 
37 9/25/15 8:46pm @Twitteruser it’s hard to have sympathy for a #TeenMom2 driving around in a 
Mercedes and buying a new house  
38 9/25/15 8:57pm Wow I really hope Janelle keeps her word and actually works as a team with 
Barbara after all shes done for her #TeenMom2 
39 9/25/15 9:11pm @Twitteruser #TeenMom2 cast get new houses like every year, getting knocked 
up at 16 in the jackpot, 
40 9/25/15 10:22pm @Twitteruser catching up on #TeenMom2. Honestly, I think I love reading the 
comments more than actually watching the show. 
41 9/25/15 11:28pm @Twitteruser at least Janelle from #TeenMom2 is honest and real 
42 9/25/15 11:43pm @Twitteruser I never seen such a train wreck & damaged relationships than 
Jenelle and Nathan #TeenMom2 
43 9/25/15 4:40am @Twitteruser up super early so I’m catching up on #TeenMom2 
@Chelseahouska, Cole,Pete and Aubrey are literally the cutest thing ever! 
44 9/26/15 8:36AM @Twitteruser @Kaillowry handled herself when Jo was cursing at her was great. 
Plus 2 kids and college #nicelydone #womensupportingwomen #TeenMom2 
45 9/26/15 10:55am @Twitteruser what’s Kails job? Being on teen mom? #TeenMom2 
46 9/26/15 12:38pm @Twitteruser why do the Mom’s talk smack in front of their kids? You can tell it 
is affecting them #TeenMom2 
47 9/26/15 2:19pm @Twitteruser love that my favorite show retweeted me @MTV #TeenMom2 
 48 9/26/15 4:58pm @Chelseahouska RT @twitteruser 
Those who are goofy together, stay together #chelscole #teenmom2 @mtv  
49 9/26/15 8:17pm Getting bored of Janelle’s part of #TeenMom2 it’s like the same train wreck but 
with a different boyfriend  
50 9/26/15 9:07pm Babs breaks it down is the greatest thing @MTV has ever done if you disagree I 
will fight you 
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51 9/26/15 9:15pm I am so happy for @Chelseahouska having watched everything she’s gone 
through on #TeenMom2 and shes so happy, normal and a great mom  
52 9/26/15 9:30pm @twitteruserI love watching #TeenMom2 but really feel for @TM2LeahDawn so 
much stress and heartache  
53 9/26/15 9:45pm @MTV Catch up with your fav #TeenMom’s today at 10pm 
Picture   
54 9/26/15 10:10PM @MTV RT: So welcome and most def! You’ve been added to the #TeenMom2 
playlist MTVsoundtrack 
55 9/26/15 10:15pm @Chelseahouska Replied 
@Twitteruser there are other girls on the series who have started dating people 
since cole and I have been together #teenmom2  
56 9/27/15 7:07pm @twitteruser How Teen Mom 2 Kailyn inspired her son Isaac to reach 
For the stars  
Picture with link to mtv.com  
57 9/27/15 10:00pm @twitteruser I can’t stand the way Chelsea is pushing Cole down the kids throat 
#Teenmom2 
58 9/27/15 11:15pm @twitteruser They’re like my friends I have to keep up their lives #teenmom2 
59 9/28/15 10:48pm I’m watching #teenmom2 and one of the dads arrested in court for not paying 
child support while he was trying to get custody #confused  
60 9/28/15 11:00pm @Chelsea , I’m pretty sure your father helped out a lot. Lets be real #teenmom2 
61 9/28/15 7:44pm Freshman year shouldn’t be an open cast call for @teenmom2 
62 9/28/15 11:28pm The best thing that ever happened was #teenmom2 
63 9/30/15 12:32pm @chelseahouska RT @MTV  #teenmom2 reunion airs tonight-weds 9pm 
64 9/30/15 1:18pm @ Kaillowr Change your TV plans peeps #teenmom2 #teenmom2 reunion airs  
65 9/30/14 1:52pm @MTV part 1 of #Teenmom 2 reunion will be on tonight 9pm/8c! 
66 9/30/15 6:58PM @chelseahouska Thanks for supporting us through another season of #teenmom2. 
Means so much to have all of you <3 
67 9/30/15 6:59PM I love how Kail and Javi are playing like they need money from Joe but they stay 
getting tattooed & buying Mercedes #teenmom2 
68 9/30/15 7:01pm @kaillowry part 1 of the #teenmom2 reunion is tonight at 9pm 
 
69 9/30/15 7:15pm @pbandjenelley_1  
RT @MTV part 1 of the #teenmom2 reunion is tonight at 9pm 
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70 9/30/15 8:00pm And hopefully @drdrew shuts the “parents” down on discussing adult matter in 
front of their kids #teenmom2 
71 9/30/15 8:15pm About to watch #teenmom2 reunion  
72 9/30/15 8:20pm I should probably stop watching #teenmom2 and start doing hw 
73 9/30/15 8:45pm Anyone else watch #teenmom2 and play the game “guess the drug they’re on? 
#MTV nice car, sorry about your brain cells  
74 9/30/15 8:50pm Holy S-nikes I almost forgot #teenmom2 tonight! @pbandjenelley_1 
@chelseahouska should be interesting  
75 9/30/15 8:44 I swear everyone on this show buys a new house every other day #teenmom2  
76 9/30/15 9:00pm Our #teenmom2 catch up special part one starts now! RT if you’re watching  
77 9/30/15 9:01pm #teenmom2 reunion! Here we go @chelseahouska @pbjenelley_1 @kaillowry 
@TM2LeahDawn 
78 9/30/15 9:01pm It drives me up the wall @MTV won’t own up to Leah;s drug rehab #teenmom2 
79 9/30/15 9:01pm @MTV way to help people #teenmom2 
80 9/30/15 9:01pm @MTV @twitteruser so excited #teenmom2 
81 9/30/15 9:01pm @MTV @twittersuer it’s time babs <3 #teenmom2 
82 9/30/15 9:03pm @mtv @twittersuer beyond excited #teenmom2 
83 9/30/15 9:03pm @mtv @twitteruser sure is! #teenmom2 
84 9/30/15 9:05pm Leah only looks decent bcz MTV did her hair and make up #teenmom2 
85 9/30/15 9:06pm #teenmom2 lowers teen preg. Meaning all u lovely ladies keep having babies 
86 9/30/15 9:06pm Ok Dr Drew…. I tink the whole “Teen Mom reduced Teen Pregnancy” thing is 
honestly bull #teenmom2 
87 9/30/15 9:20pm @MTV RT 
@twitter user  @kaillowry @pbandjenelley_1 @chelseahouska @TM2LeahDawn 
watching with ya! 
88 9/30/15 9:22PM I know what Javi meant. I grew up the same way. Don’t matter who the man is, he 
not allowed over if dad aint home #teenmom2 
89 9/30/15 9:27pm Dr Drew annoys me. He sits back on the couch and stirs the pot #teenmom2 
90 9/30/15 9:29pm I make enough MTV money, why should I work? –jo’s thought process 
#teenmom2  
91 9/30/15 9:31pm RT @Kaillowry so far so good #teenmom2 
92 9/30/15 9:33pm I def see how MTV and the producers try to put words into the cast mouth to add 
drama #teenmom2 
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93 9/30/15 9:33pm I like this show bc it shows how relationships and people change. It’s wild as 
humans we fall in/out love #teenmom2 
94 9/30/15 9:35pm #teenmom2 does not depict real life. In what universe does the average teenage 
mom have fancys cars, houses and thousands #teenmom2 
95 9/30/15 9:42pm @MTV RT 
 @twitteruser @pbjenelley_1 so cute! #teenmom2 
96 9/30/15 9:43pm @twitteruser We never fight around Kaiser….except on national television 
#teenmom2 
97 9/30/15 9:46pm @MTVTV RT  
@Twitteruser preach! #teenmom2 
98 9/30/15 9:49pm You guys are not in your house arguing you are on NATIONAL TELEVISION 
seriously grow up #TeenMom2 
99 9/30/15 9:49 @mtv @twitteruser tensions are real high this reunion #teenmom2 
100 9/30/15 9:52 @twitteruser I just want to cry for Jenelle. She needs so much help! #TeenMom2 
101 9/30/15 10:00 @KailLowry 
Babs has her own web series #TeenMom2 
102 9/30/15 10:02 @PBaandJenelley_1 Replied to @KailLowry 
I thought you knew that lol #teenmom2 
103 9/30/15 10:04PM @twitteruser Jenelle showing once again how unstable @violent she is. Storming 
off cussing and screaming again. Thought she was changing #teenmom2  
104 9/30/15 10:15 Jenelle Evans @PBandJenelley_1 RT: @twitteruser seriously proud of how far 
@PBandJenelley_1 has come. She is proof there is success within the struggle 
#teenmom2 
105 9/30/15 10:24pm @MTV Thanks to the fans for a great season and stay tuned for updates on your 
favorite characters on social media #TeenMom2 #MTV 
106 9/30/15 10:29pm Jenelle gives no respect to others which is why she gets no respect-gotta give to 
get it #Teenmom2  RT @twitteruser  if I ever talked to my mom that way…smack 
107 9/30/15 11:28pm Nathan is abusive physically, mentally, and emotionally and @mtv should not 
give him air time #teenmom2 
108 9/30/15 11:40pm I question my life choices when all the #teenmom2 girls have big houses, fancy 
cars, and no real job 
109 10/1/15 12:19am Me and Jenelle went through the same thing #teenmom2 
110 10/1/15 1:08am @chesleahouska who is watching #teenmom2 reunion special?! 
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111 10/1/15 2:29am Jenelle went there and bashed her mom about working in a Walmart’s deli…a job 
is a job #teenmom2 
112 10/1/15 2:29am Jenelle Evans @PBandJenelley_1 replied to @twitteruser  
Why r u so depressed with life u have to come online and comment on my life all 
night while im sleeping #teenmom2 
113 10/1/15 9:11am MTV @Mtv Should @PBandjenelley_1 have stayed at the #teenmom2 reunion? 
Or was she smart to exit? 
Picture and link provided  
114 10/1/15 5:04pm Seriously so proud of how far @pbandjenelley_1 has come. She is proof there s 
success within the struggle #teenmom2  
115 10/1/15 6:00pm  @Pbandjenelley_1 RT: Seriously so proud of how far @pbandjenelley_1 has 
come. She is proof there s success within the struggle #teenmom2 
116 10/2/15 11:03pm @PB&Jenelley_1 replied to @twitteruser  
But no….I dealt with the all day everyday….it’s a forever cycle with both of them 
#TeenMom2 
117 10/2/15 8:14pm @Twitteruser I was scrolling for ten minutes through the #teenmom2 hashtag and 
only found one nice thing. Wonderful world we live in.  
118 10/5/15 9:37pm PBandJenelley_1 I just joined the busted iphone #teenmom2 @chelseahouska 
@kaillowry @Tm2LeahDawn 
119 10/5/18 1:23pm @KailLowry RT @MTV 
New time for the special two part finale of Teen Mom 2 at 9PM tonight 
#TeenMom2 #NewTime  
120 10/5/15 2:40pm Watching #Teenmom2 after show and holy cow, 1 in 4 women are pregnant 
before age 20. That’s really shocking to me. 
121 10/06/15 9:03pm Catching up with #teenmom2 there is so much drama this season! 
122 10/6/15 1:20PM MTV tweeted omg aw…..#teenmom2 @nerin_aCoolKid welcomes a baby girl! 
Link and picture  
123 10/6/15 4:22pm @mtv I think it’s time to let @LeahMesser go! She needs to worry about her 
health and not her money. #teenmom2 
124 10/6/15 1:54am @pbandjenelley_1 that was the lowest blow towards your hard working mother! 
You need to APPOLOGIZE #teenmom2 
125 10/6/15 10:27am I support Corey. Always have, always will. #teenmom2 
126 10/06/15 11:22 am Hey @MTV it’s real deceitful to have @PBandJenelley_1 on a show called 
#teenmom2. Shes not a teen and was never a mom.  
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127 10/06/15 11:30am @MTV I think it’s time to let #leahmesser go! If she needs a safeword clearly she 
needs to worry about her health not money.  
128 10/07/15 4:43pm I want a boyfriend like Cole #teenmom2 
129 10/7/15 8:55pm I really can’t wait for tonights #teenmom2 
130 10/7/15 9:02 I love Barbara! I wish her Daughter appreciated her more #teenmom2 
131 10/7/15 9:03pm I look up to @chelseaHouska so much. She is the strongest woman and a total 
inspiration to me, what a positive influence! #teenmom2 
132 10/07/15 9:06pm @KailLowry RT @Twitteruser 
Congrats on your new home and continuing education @KailLowry. You’re 
doing an amazing job #powermom #TeenMom2 #Womensupportingwomen   
133 10/07/15 9:07pm I love @chelseahouska she’s the best #teenmom2 
134 10/07/15 9:11pm I don’t blame Cole one bit not wanting to talk about Adam. Who would want to 
talk about a dead beat dad, NOBODY! #teenmom2 
135 10/7/15 9:17pm @KailLowry  RT @Twitteruser 
@KailLowry you should be such a proud mom. Isacc is seriously the sweetest boy 
I have ever seen! #Teenmom2  
136 10/7/15 9:19pm Go @Chelseahouska for being mature and wanting what’s best for your child. 
You are a great mom #teenmom2  
137 10/7/15 9:24pm Adam thinks his alcoholism is just “a bump in the road: ughhh #teenmom2 
138 10/7/15 9:27pm #teenmom2 @chelsea housk Adam deserves a chance. I think he’s changed and 
deserves to be a dad. At least give it a try for your daughter  
139 10/7/15 9:28pm Dawn is an enabler #teenmom2 
140 10/7/15 9:32pm I do feel bad for Leah. I can’t imagine having a child with a serious disease 
#teenmomw 
141 10/7/15 9:35pm What’s up with @MTV? Not a single #teenmom2 tweet? 
142 10/7/15 9:38pm @TM2LeahDawn  
Love and patience is god given and I’m so thanksful! 
#TeenMom2 
143 10/7/15 9:39pm I thought Dawn was Leah’s biggest enabler, nope @MTV IS! #teenmom2 
144 10/7/15 9:42pm If Leah has mental health issues the girls should be with their fathers till she gets 
her life together #teenmom2 
145 10/7/15 9:43pm Really proud of Corey for calling Leah out….Let’s put the cards on the 
table….there are children involved in this mess #TeenMom2 
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146 10/7/15 9:44pm I’m really surprised that @drdrew isn’t talking to Leah about her obvious 
addiction. Not something to gloss over #teenmom2 
147 10/7/15 9:47pm Lmaoooo this #TeenMom2 reunion cat fight is amazing  
148 10/7/15 9:49pm IDK all what’s going on between them, but Miranda and Corey don’t realize Leah 
has a mental disorder #TeenMom2 
149 10/7/15 9:50pm I saw just let them fight it out woman to woman hahaha #teenmom2 
150 10/7/15 9:51pm Depression & anxiety are real and for Corey & Miranda to make fun of that is 
insensitive! #TeenMom2 
151 10/7/15 9:52pm Mental health issues are serious problems, but this show is making them look like 
a joke! It’s a real shame #teenmom2 
152 10/7/15 9:54pm Adam seems so angry and volatile. Id be scared to leave my children with him too 
#teenmom2 
153 10/7/15 9:55pm One thing you don’t do is kick someone when they are down #teenmom2 
154 10/7/15 10:00pm I can’t believe the #teenmom2 babies are 6 years old 
155 10/7/15 10:00pm Please educate yourself on safe sex. Please do NOT take advice from any of these 
teen moms #teenmom2 
156 10/7/15 10:02pm So sad its over. Can’t wait until the new season starts! Love the show so much. 
#teenmom2 
157 10/7/15 10:09pm Can’t believe Dr. Drew didn’t hold Leah responsible for any of her behavior and 
spare me the mental issue stuff #teenmom2  
158 10/7/15 10:14pm Chealsea Houska @Chelseahouska Thanks for supporting us through another 
season of #teenmom2! Means so much to have all of you! 
 
159 10/7/15 10:31pm Randy Houska @PapaRandlicious Checking in late. Anything exciting? 
#teenmom2 @mtv 
160 10/7/15 10:33pm Randy Houska @PapaRandlicious @mtv wanted to fly #petethepig out to the 
reunion #hassle #teenmom2 
161 10/7/15 10:40pm Randy Houska @PapaRandlicious @mtv there is some confusion between the 
difference between custody and visitation #teenmom2 
162 10/7/15 10:50pm Omg I love how the #teenmom2 girls have matching tattoos @chelseahouska  
@PBand Jenelley_1 @TM2LeahDawn @KailLowry 
163 10/7/15 11:36pm Randy Houska @PapaRandlicious moral of the story: When at a gas station, do 
not settle for less than premium #teenmom2 
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164 10/8/15 12;31am I don’t think Cory is wrong for waning what is best for the girls, clearly Leah has 
issues #teenmom2 
165 10/8/15 12:56am If the rolls were reversed, Cory & Miranda would have custody, it’s all about a 
stable environment, not bc you’re the mom #teenmom2 
166 10/8/15 1:09am Jenelle please stop being mean to your mom, one day she will be gone & you will 
regret the time you wasted fighting #teenmom2 
167 10/8/15 1:49pm @gabybrownz AMEN! Its obvious that Corey’s overcompensating by bashing 
Leah. He cheated and his new wife is making him prove loyalty #TeenMom2 
168 10/8/15 9:34am @KailLowry RT @Twitteruser 
@KailLowry you got this! Go crush that test! #teenmom2  
169 10/8/15 12:30pm Mtv @mtv Can @MT2LeahDawn and Miranda move past their issues on 
#TeenMom2 
Picure with link  
 170 10/8/15 1:14pm Chelsea will always do better than the others cause her dad has money 
#teenmom2 
171 10/8/15 2:26pm @ChelseaHouska has had it together since day one. She is the definition of a good 
mom! #teenmom2 
172 10/8/15 3:06pm MTV @mtv ROFL about this @paparandlicious tweet 
Picture with article  
173 10/8/15 5:22pm I have anxiety and depression and I have never slurred my words or passed out 
holding a baby because of the medication I was on #TeenMom2 
174 10/8/15 9:05pm I completely understand @TM2LeahDawn’s anxiety & depression. Luckily, mine 
wasn’t as bad, But I understand what she is going through #TeenMom2 
175 10/9/15 1:23am @KailLowry RT @Twitteruser  
“Tomorrow I’m going to be just like you mommy.” Omg best child ever! 
@Kaillowry #teenmom2 
Picture  
176 10/9/15 3:34AM @ChelseaHouska I love watching you on #TeenMom2 you are such an inspiration 
to these young kids thinking they will get love by having a baby 
177 10/9/15 12:23am @PBandJenelley_1 I totally agree w/ babs what guardian in their right mind 
would leave a child in an abusive household? #teenmom2  
178 10/9/15 9:46pm The worst part about #TeenMom2 is the fact Leah admitted to having suicidal 
thoughts and Cory scoffed at her seeking treatment #TeenMom2 
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179 10/9/15 9:58pm All @MTV cares about is ratings obviously, we all know Leah has been abusing 
drugs come on #teenmom2  
180 10/10/15 12:40am I appreciate this show. All this damn drama…..my child will be planned 
#teenmom2 
181 10/10/15 4:27pm And @TM2LeahDawn has the worst behaved children ever #TeenMom2 
182 10/11/15 9:41pm I feel like Dr. Drew takes sides? Isn’t he suppose to be neutral? #TeenMom2 
183 10/12/15 12:04pm MTV @mtv Hang with the teen moms Chelsea, Jenelle, Kailyn and Leah during 
todays  #teenmom2 marathon  
184 10/13/15 11:00pm Its now 11pm & ive gotta be up at 4am but here I am watching #teenmom2  
185 10/14/15 1:10pm MTV @mtv these #teenmom2 kids really love Halloween 
Picture and link 
186 10/14/15 3:58pm Jenelle Evans @PBandJenelley_1 #teenmom2 photo #squadgoals @KailLowry 
@ChelseaHouska @TM2LeahDawn  
Picture  
187 10/15/15 5:00pm Barbara Evans @Babsevanstagram  
Theahs #teenmom2 unseen moments on tonight. Let’s hope lots of clips of me! 
 
188 10/15/15 6:23pm It’s not a cultural thing. It’s called RESPECT your partner has a right to know 
who is in your home #teenmom2 
189 10/15/15 9:00pm Don’t cry @TM2LeahDawn2 you can only get better from here #teenmom2 
190 10/15/15 9:00pm MTV @mtv #teenmom2 season six unseason moments starts right now! RT if 
you’re watching 
191 10/15/15 9:00pm Barbara Evans @Babsevanstagram  
My buddy is ready for unseen moments!!!!!!!! #teenmom2  
192 10/15/15 9:01PM @Babsevanstagram YAY BABS! #teenmom2 
193 10/15/15 9:09pm MTV @mtv @37meli @chelseahouska how is that possible? #TeenMom2 
194 10/15/15 11:01pm @cheermaster500 @pbandjenelley_1 right! What a cutie! #teenmom2 
195 10/15/15 11:58pm @KailLowry RT 
@twitteruser I wish people knew just how much more there is @KailLowry than 
what they see on TV. She is an amazing  person #TeenMom2 
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Coding Instructions for Tweet Type/Perceptions 
 
Directions:  
Please chose as many Tweet Types/Perceptions given below best represent the type of 
Tweets Type/ Perception provided associated with the definitions below. 
 
Tweet Types 
• Tune-In Tweet (KEY= TI) 
o A call to action instruction followers to tune into MTV to watch an 
episode of Teen Mom 2  
o Time and date are indicated in Tweet 
• Follower Retweet/ Cast Member Retweet (KEY= RT) 
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o A tweet that originates from another user, whether that user is a follower, 
cast member or Television Network that is “Retweeted” or repeated by 
MTV or a cast member of Teen Mom 2 
o Symbolized by RT or replies consisting of one conversation tweet or less  
• Follower/Cast Member (KEY= FCC) 
o A Tweet conversation with the cast member responding to a followers 
original tweet 
o Signified by a minimum two Tweet response dialogue between the 
follower and the cast member of Teen Mom2 
• Cast Member Retweet (KEY= CRT) 
o A tweet originally made by MTV that is “Retweeted”  by cast members of 
Teen Mom 2 
• Positive Tweets about the Show (KEY=PT) 
• Any positive attitudes/perceptions about the show as a whole from a 
respondent follower 
• Negative Tweet about the Show (KEY= NT) 
• Any negative attitudes/perceptions about the show as a whole from a 
respondent follower 
• Positive Tweets about the Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 (KEY=PTM) 
• Any positive mention supporting a specific cast member on Teen Mom 2 
• This would include the following verified twitter names @TM2LeahDawn 
@PBandJenelley_1 @ChelseaHousak and @KailLowry 
• Negative Tweets about the Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 (KEY=NTM) 
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o Any negative mention or disagreement with a specific cast member on Teen 
Mom 2 
o This would include the following verified twitter names @TM2LeahDawn 
@PBandJenelley_1 @ChelseaHousak and @KailLowry 
• Sexual Health Messages Promoted by MTV (KEY=SHM) 
o A Tweet made by MTV  
o Promoting physical, emotional, mental and social well-being in relation to 
sexuality in a positive manner via Twitter 
• Cast Member Tweet (KEY= CMT) 
o Any original tweet made by a cast member of Teen Mom 2  
o This would include the following verified twitter names @TM2LeahDawn 
@PBandJenelley_1 @ChelseaHousak and @KailLowry 
• Promotional Tweets (KEY= PPM) 
o Any tweet from MTV that is promoting the show Teen Mom 2, cast 
members and their social media accounts in a positive manner 
o Can include updates of cast members, pictures, and questions to followers 
to prompt twitter conversations 
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Comparison of Coder 1 and Coder 2 Results  
 
# Coder 1 Coder 2 Agree or Disagree  
1 PTM PTM Agree 
2 PT PT Agreed  
3 PTM, PT PTM Disagreed  
4 TI, CMT TI, CMT Agreed 
5 PT PT Agreed 
6 CRT CRT Agreed 
7 CMT CMT Agreed 
8 NT, NTM NT, NTM Agreed 
9 NT, NTM NT, NTM Agreed 
10 NTM NT, NTM Disagreed 
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11 CMT CMT Agreed 
12 NT, NTM NT, NTM Agreed 
13 NTM NTM Agreed 
14 NTM NTM Agreed 
15 NTM NTM Agreed 
16 PT PT Agreed 
17 RT RT Agreed  
18 PTM PTM Agreed 
19 FCC FCC Agreed 
20 SHM SHM Agreed 
21 NTM NTM Agreed 
22 NTM NTM Agreed 
23 PT PT Agreed 
24 CMT CMT Agreed 
25 CMT, TI CMT Agreed 
26 NT NT Agreed 
27 PT PT Agreed 
28 CRT CRT Agreed 
29 NTM NTM Agreed 
30 CMT CMT Agreed 
31 CMT CMT Agreed 
32 PTM PTM Agreed 
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33 NT NT Agreed 
34 NTM NTM Agreed 
35 NT NT Agreed 
36 CMT, TI CMT, TI Agreed 
37 NT NT Agreed 
38 PTM PTM Agreed 
39 NT NT Agreed 
40 PT PT Agreed 
41 PTM PTM Agreed 
42 NTM NTM Agreed 
43 PTM, PT PTM, PT Agreed 
44 PTM PTM Agreed 
45 NTM NTM, NT Disagreed 
46 NT NT Agreed 
47 PT,  RT PT, RT Agreed 
48 RT RT Agreed 
49 NTM NTM Agreed 
50 PT PT Agreed 
51 PT, PTM PT, PTM Agreed 
52 PT, NTM PT, NTM Agreed 
53 TI TI Agreed 
54 RT RT Agreed 
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55 FCC FCC Agreed 
56 SMT SMT Agreed 
57 NTM NTM Agreed 
58 PT PT Agreed 
59 NT NT Agreed 
60 NTM NTM Agreed 
61 NT NT Agreed 
62 PT PT Agreed 
63 CRT, TI CRT, TI Agreed 
64 CMT, TI CMT, TI Agreed 
65 TI TI Agreed 
66 CMT CMT Agreed 
67 NTM NTM Agreed 
68 CMT, TI CMT, TI Agreed 
69 CRT, TI CRT, TI Agreed 
70 NT NT Agreed 
71 PT PT Agreed 
72 PT PT Agreed 
73 NT NT Agreed 
74 PTM PTM Agreed 
75 PT PT Agreed 
76 TI TI Agreed 
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77 TI, PM TI, PM Agreed 
78 NTM NTM Agreed 
79 NT NT Agreed 
80 FCC FCC Agreed 
81 FCC FCC Agreed 
82 FCC FCC Agreed 
83 FCC FCC Agreed 
84 NTM NTM Agreed 
85 NT NT Agreed 
86 NT NT Agreed 
87 FCC FCC Agreed 
88 PTM PTM Agreed 
89 NT NT Agreed 
90 NT NT Agreed 
91 CMT CMT Agreed 
92 NT NT Agreed 
93 PT PT Agreed 
94 NT NT Agreed 
95 RT RT Agreed 
96 NTM NTM, NT Disagreed 
97 RT RT Agreed 
98 NT NT Agreed  
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99 FCC FCC Agreed 
100 NTM NTM Agreed 
101 CMT CMT Agreed 
102 FCC FCC Agreed 
103 NTM NTM Agreed 
104 RT RT Agreed 
105 PPM PPM Agreed 
106 NTM, FCC NTM, FCC Agreed 
107 NTM NTM Agreed 
108 NT NT Agreed 
109 PT PT Agreed 
110 TI TI Agreed 
111 NTM NTM Agreed 
112 FCC FCC Agreed 
113 PPM PPM Agreed 
114 PT PT Agreed 
115 RT RT Agreed 
116 FCC FCC Agreed 
117 NT NT Agreed 
118 CMT CMT Agreed 
119 CRT CRT Agreed 
120 NT NT Agreed 
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121 PT PT Agreed 
122 RT RT Agreed 
123 NT, NTM NT, NTM Agreed 
124 NTM NTM Agreed 
125 PT PT Agreed 
126 NTM NTM Agreed 
127 NTM NTM Agreed 
128 PT PT Agreed 
129 PT PT Agreed 
130 PTM PTM Agreed 
131 PTM PTM Agreed 
132 RT, PTM RT, PTM Agreed 
133 PTM PTM Agreed 
134 PTM PTM Agreed 
135 RT, PTM RT, PTM Agreed 
136 PTM PTM Agreed 
137 NT NT Agreed 
138 PTM PTM Agreed 
139 NT, NTM NT, NTM Agreed 
140 PTM PTM Agreed 
141 NT NT Agreed 
142 PTM PTM Agreed 
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143 NT NT Agreed 
144 NTM NTM Agreed 
145 PTM PTM Agreed 
146 NTM NTM Agreed 
147 PT PT Agreed 
148 NTM NTM Agreed 
149 NT NT Agreed 
150 NTM NTM Agreed 
151 NT NT Agreed 
152 NT NT Agreed 
153 NT NT Agreed 
154 PT PT Agreed 
155 NT NT Agreed 
156 PT PT Agreed 
157 NTM NTM Agreed 
158 CMT CMT Agreed 
159 CMT, TI CMT Agreed 
160 CMT, RT CMT, RT Agreed 
161 CMT CMT Agreed 
162 PT, PTM PT, PTM Agreed 
163 CMT CMT Agreed 
164 PTM PTM Agreed 
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165 NTM NTM Agreed 
166 NTM NTM Agreed 
167 NTM NTM Agreed 
168 RT, PTM RT, PTM Agreed 
169 PPM PPM Agreed 
170 NTM NTM Agreed 
171 PTM PTM Agreed 
172 CRT CRT Agreed 
173 NT NT Agreed 
174 PTM PTM Agreed 
175 RT, PTM RT, PTM Agreed 
176 PTM PTM Agreed 
177 PTM PTM Agreed 
178 NTM NTM Agreed 
179 NT, NTM  NT, NTM  Agreed 
180 PT NT Disagreed  
181 NTM NTM Agreed 
182 NT NT Agreed 
183 TI, PPM TI, PPM Agreed 
184 PT PT Agreed 
185 PPM PPM Agreed 
186 CMT CMT Agreed 
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187 CMT, TI CMT, TI Agreed 
188 NT NT Agreed 
189 PTM PTM Agreed 
190 TI TI Agreed 
191 CMT CMT Agreed 
192 PT PT Agreed 
193 FCC FCC Agreed 
194 FCC FCC Agreed 
195 RT, PTM RT, PTM Agreed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Coding results  
# Tweet Type/Perception 
1 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
2 Positive Tweet About The Show  
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3 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2, Positive Tweet About The 
Show 
4 Tune-In Tweet, Cast Member Tweet 
5 Positive Tweet About The Show 
6 Cast Member Retweet 
7 Cast Member Tweet 
8 Negative Tweet About The Show, Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen 
Mom 2 
9 Negative Tweet About The Show, Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen 
Mom 2 
10 Negative Tweet About The Show, Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen 
Mom 2 
11 V 
12 Negative Tweet About The Show, Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen 
Mom 2 
13 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
14 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
15  Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
16 Positive Tweet About The Show  
17 Follower Retweet 
18 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
19 Follower Cast Member Conversation Tweet  
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20 Show Promotion Tweet 
21 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
22 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
23 Positive Tweet About The Show 
24 Cast Member Tweet  
25 Cast Member Tweet, Tune In Tweet 
26 Negative Tweet About The Show  
27 Positive Tweet About The Show 
28 Cast Member Retweet 
29 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
30 Cast Member Tweet 
31 Cast Member Tweet 
32 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
33 Negative Tweet About The Show 
34 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
35 Negative Tweet About The Show 
36 Cast Member Tweet, Tune-In Tweet 
37 Negative Tweet About The Show 
38 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
39 Negative Tweet About The Show 
40 Positive Tweet About The Show 
41 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
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42 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
43 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2, Positive Tweet About The 
Show 
44 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2, 
45 Negative Tweet About The Show, Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen 
Mom 2 
46 Negative Tweet About The Show 
47 Positive Tweet About The Show, Follower Retweet 
48 Follower Retweet 
49 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
50 Positive Tweet About The Show 
51 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2, Positive Tweet About The 
Show 
52 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2, Positive Tweet About The 
Show 
53 Tune-In Tweet 
54 Follower Retweet 
55 Follower/Cast Member Conversation Tweet  
56 Sexual Health Message Tweet 
57 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
58 Positive Tweet About The Show 
59 Negative Tweet About The Show 
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60 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
61 Negative Tweet About The Show 
62 Positive Tweet About The Show 
63 Cast Member Retweet, Tune-In Tweet 
64 Cast Member Tweet, Tune-In Tweet 
65 Tune-In Tweet 
66 Cast Member Tweet 
67 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
68 Cast Member Tweet, Tune-In Tweet 
69 Cast Member Retweet, Tune-In Tweet 
70 Negative Tweet About The Show 
71 Positive Tweet About The Show 
72 Positive Tweet About The Show 
73 Negative Tweet About The Show 
74 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
75 Positive Tweet About The Show 
76 Tune-In Tweet 
77 Tune-In Tweet, Positive Promotion Tweet  
78 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
79 Negative Tweet About The Show 
80 Follower/Cast Member Conversation Tweet 
81 Follower/Cast Member Conversation Tweet 
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82 Follower/Cast Member Conversation Tweet 
83 Follower/Cast Member Conversation Tweet 
84 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
85 Negative Tweet About The Show 
86 Negative Tweet About The Show 
87 Follower/Cast Member Conversation Tweet 
88 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
89 Negative Tweet About The Show 
90 Negative Tweet About The Show 
91 Cast Member Tweet 
92 Negative Tweet About The Show 
93 Positive Tweet About The Show  
94 Negative Tweet About The Show 
95 Follower Retweet 
96 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
97 Follower Retweet 
98 Negative Tweet About The Show 
99 Follower/Cast Member Conversation Tweet 
100 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
101 Cast Member Tweet 
102 Follower/Cast Member Conversation Tweet 
103 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
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104 Follower Retweet 
105 Positive Show Promotion Tweet  
106 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2, Follower/Cast Member 
Conversation Tweet 
107 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
108 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
109 Positive Tweet About The Show 
110 Tune-In Tweet 
111 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2, 
112 Follower/Cast Member Conversation Tweet 
113 Positive Show Promotion Tweet 
114 Positive Tweet About The Show 
115 Follower Retweet 
116 Follower/Cast Member Conversation Tweet 
117 Negative Tweet About The Show 
118 Cast Member Tweet 
119 Cast Member Retweet 
120 Negative Tweet About The Show 
121 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
122 Follower Retweet 
123 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2, Negative Tweet About The 
Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
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124 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
125 Positive Tweet About The Show 
126 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
127 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
128 Positive Tweet About The Show 
129 Positive Tweet About The Show 
130 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
131 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
132 Follower Retweet, Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
133 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
134 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
135 Follower Retweet, Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
136 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
137 Negative Tweet About The Show 
138 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
139 Negative Tweet About The Show, Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen 
Mom 2 
140 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
141 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
142 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
143 Negative Tweet About The Show 
144 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
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145 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
146 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
147 Positive Tweet About The Show 
148 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
149 Negative Tweet About The Show 
150 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
151 Negative Tweet About The Show 
152 Negative Tweet About The Show 
153 Negative Tweet About The Show 
154 Positive Tweet About The Show 
155 Negative Tweet About The Show 
156 Positive Tweet About The Show 
157 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
158 Cast Member Tweet 
159 Cast Member Tweet, Tune-In Tweet 
160 Cast Member Tweet, Follower retweet  
161 Cast Member Tweet 
162 Positive Tweet About The Show, Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen 
Mom 2 
163 Cast Member Tweet 
164 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
165 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
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166 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
167 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
168 Follower Retweet, Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
169 Positive Show Promotion  
170 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
171 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
172 Cast Member Retweet 
173 Negative Tweet About The Show 
174 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
175 Follower Retweet, Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
176 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
177 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
178 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
179 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2, Negative Tweet About The 
Show 
180 Cast Member Tweet 
181 Negative Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
182 Negative Tweet About The Show 
183 Tune In, Positive Show Promotion  
184 Positive Tweet About The Show 
185 Positive Show Promotion 
186 Cast Member Tweet 
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187 Cast Member Tweet, Tune In, 
188 Negative Tweet About The Show 
189 Positive Tweet About The Cast Members of Teen Mom 2 
190 Tune In, 
191 Cast Member Tweet 
192 Cast Member Tweet 
193 Follower/Cast Member Conversation Tweet 
194 Follower/Cast Member Conversation Tweet 
195 Follower Retweet, Positive Show Promotion 
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Appenedix C: 
Formulas Used in Study 
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Usage rate formula  
Total number of tweets used in the study 
Number of tweets in particular Tweet Type/Perception 
Occurrence Rate Formula  
Total number of Tweet Type/Perceptions used in the entire study  
Number of tweets used in particular Tweet/Perception 
 
 
*The number of total Tweet Type/Perceptions were used more than once per tweet as revealed 
from the coder results
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APPENDIX D 
Tables Used for Chapter 5 Discussions 
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Tables Used in Chapter 5 
 
Number of Tweet Original Tweet Response From MTV or Cast 
#8 Leah’s kids seem so much better 
when they are with Cory 
#TeenMom2 
N 
#9 I’m tired of Corey’s wife putting 
her input where it isn’t needed 
thanks  #TeenMom2 
N 
#12 @MTV if you decide to do another 
season of #Teenmom2 we can do 
without @PBandJenelly. We want 
parents 
N 
#26 Man that would’ve broke my heart 
she said “dad promised me, and you 
never break a promise” #teenmom2 
N 
#33 So Joe doesn’t have a job? How 
does he live then? #TeenMom2 
N 
#37 It’s hard to have sympathy for a 
#TeenMom2 driving around in a 
Mercedes and buying a new house 
N 
#39 TeenMom2 cast get new houses 
like every year, getting knocked up 
at 16 in the jackpot, 
N 
#45 What’s Kails job? Being on teen 
mom? #TeenMom2 
Y 
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#46 why do the Mom’s talk smack in 
front of their kids? You can tell it is 
affecting them #TeenMom2 
N 
#59 I’m watching #teenmom2 and one 
of the dads arrested in court for not 
paying child support while he was 
trying to get custody #confused 
N 
#61 Freshman year shouldn’t be an 
open cast call for @teenmom2 
N 
#70 And hopefully @drdrew shuts the 
“parents” down on discussing adult 
matter in front of their kids 
#teenmom2 
N 
#73 Anyone else watch #teenmom2 and 
play the game “guess the drug 
they’re on? #MTV nice car, sorry 
about your brain cells 
N 
#79 @MTV way to help people 
#teenmom2 
N 
#85 #teenmom2 lowers teen preg. 
Meaning all u lovely ladies keep 
having babies 
N 
#86 Ok Dr Drew…. I think the whole 
“Teen Mom reduced Teen 
Pregnancy” thing is honestly bull 
#teenmom2 
N 
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#89 Dr Drew annoys me. He sits back 
on the couch and stirs the pot 
#teenmom2 
N 
#90 I make enough MTV money, why 
should I work? –jo’s thought 
process #teenmom2 
N 
#92 I def see how MTV and the 
producers try to put words into the 
cast mouth to add drama 
#teenmom2 
N 
#94 Teenmom2 does not depict real life. 
In what universe does the average 
teenage mom have fancys cars, 
houses and thousands #teenmom2 
N 
#98  You guys are not in your house 
arguing you are on NATIONAL 
TELEVISION seriously grow up 
#TeenMom2 
N 
#108 I question my life choices when all 
the #teenmom2 girls have big 
houses, fancy cars, and no real job 
N 
#120 Watching #Teenmom2 after show 
and holy cow, 1 in 4 women are 
pregnant before age 20. That’s 
really shocking to me. 
N 
#123 @mtv I think it’s time to let 
@LeahMesser go! She needs to 
N 
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worry about her health and not her 
money. #teenmom2 
#137 Adam thinks his alcoholism is just 
“a bump in the road: ughhh 
#teenmom2 
N 
#139 Dawn is an enabler #teenmom2 N 
#141 What’s up with @MTV? Not a 
single #teenmom2 tweet? 
N 
#143 I thought Dawn was Leah’s biggest 
enabler, nope @MTV IS! 
#teenmom2 
N 
#149 I saw just let them fight it out 
woman to woman hahaha 
#teenmom2 
N 
#151 Mental health issues are serious 
problems, but this show is making 
them look like a joke! It’s a real 
shame #teenmom2 
N 
#152 Adam seems so angry and volatile. 
Id be scared to leave my children 
with him too #teenmom2 
N 
#153 One thing you don’t do is kick 
someone when they are down 
#teenmom2 
N 
#155 Please educate yourself on safe sex. 
Please do NOT take advice from 
any of these teen moms #teenmom2 
N 
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#173 I have anxiety and depression and I 
have never slurred my words or 
passed out holding a baby because 
of the medication I was on 
#TeenMom2 
N 
#182 I feel like Dr. Drew takes sides? 
Isn’t he suppose to be neutral? 
#TeenMom2 
N 
#188 It’s not a cultural thing. It’s called 
RESPECT your partner has a right 
to know who is in your home 
#teenmom2 
N 
#10 The twins need to be with Corey 
@Teenmom2 
N 
#13 @MTV pays PBandJenelley_1 way 
too much to pretend to parent two 
kids #TeenMom2 
N 
#14 How he yells at both Jenelle & her 
mom is shocking! #TeenMom2 
N 
#15 The way Corey talks about Leah 
makes me so angry, you there 
saying the girls have no discipline 
like you let them run wild too 
#TeenMom2 
N 
#21 Lea saying “treatment” in place of 
rehab #TeenMom2 
N 
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#22 Is there a “felons meet.com” or 
something that Jenelle is on? 
Would explain the new boo 
#TeenMom2 
N 
#29 Despise Nathan, he’s an absolute 
control freak he wants everything 
his way or no way!!!Poor Janelle 
#TeenMom2 
N 
#34 Wait, is Leah high after getting off 
the plane or? #TeenMom2 
N 
#42 I never seen such a train wreck & 
damaged relationships than Jenelle 
and Nathan #TeenMom2 
N 
#49 Getting bored of Janelle’s part of 
#TeenMom2 it’s like the same train 
wreck but with a different 
boyfriend 
N 
#52 love watching #TeenMom2 but 
really feel for @TM2LeahDawn so 
N 
#57 I can’t stand the way Chelsea is 
pushing Cole down the kids throat 
#Teenmom2 
N 
#60 @Chelsea , I’m pretty sure your 
father helped out a lot. Lets be real 
#teenmom2 
N 
#67 I love how Kail and Javi are 
playing like they need money from 
N 
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Joe but they stay getting tattooed & 
buying Mercedes #teenmom2 
#78 It drives me up the wall @MTV 
won’t own up to Leah;s drug rehab 
#teenmom2 
N 
#84 Leah only looks decent bcz MTV 
did her hair and make up 
#teenmom2 
N 
#96 We never fight around 
Kaiser….except on national 
television #teenmom2 
N 
#100 I just want to cry for Jenelle. She 
needs so much help! #TeenMom2 
N 
#103 Jenelle showing once again how 
unstable @violent she is. Storming 
off cussing and screaming again. 
Thought she was changing 
#teenmom2 
N 
#106 Jenelle gives no respect to others 
which is why she gets no respect-
gotta give to get it #Teenmom2  RT 
@twitteruser  if I ever talked to my 
mom that way…smack 
N-Responded to from fan 
#107 Nathan is abusive physically, 
mentally, and emotionally and 
@mtv should not give him air time 
#teenmom2 
N 
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#111 Jenelle went there and bashed her 
mom about working in a Walmart’s 
deli…a job is a job #teenmom2 
N 
#124 @pbandjenelley_1 that was the 
lowest blow towards your hard 
working mother! You need to 
APPOLOGIZE #teenmom2 
N 
#126 Hey @MTV it’s real deceitful to 
have @PBandJenelley_1 on a show 
called #teenmom2. Shes not a teen 
and was never a mom. 
N 
#127 @MTV I think it’s time to let 
#leahmesser go! If she needs a 
safeword clearly she needs to worry 
about her health not money. 
N 
#144 If Leah has mental health issues the 
girls should be with their fathers till 
she gets her life together 
#teenmom2 
N 
#146 I’m really surprised that @drdrew 
isn’t talking to Leah about her 
obvious addiction. Not something 
to gloss over #teenmom2 
N 
#148 IDK all what’s going on between 
them, but Miranda and Corey don’t 
realize Leah has a mental disorder 
#TeenMom2 
N 
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#150 Depression & anxiety are real and 
for Corey & Miranda to make fun 
of that is insensitive! #TeenMom2 
N 
#157 Can’t believe Dr. Drew didn’t hold 
Leah responsible for any of her 
behavior and spare me the mental 
issue stuff #teenmom2 
N 
#165 If the rolls were reversed, Cory & 
Miranda would have custody, it’s 
all about a stable environment, not 
bc you’re the mom #teenmom2 
N 
#166 Jenelle please stop being mean to 
your mom, one day she will be 
gone & you will regret the time you 
wasted fighting #teenmom2 
N 
#170 Chelsea will always do better than 
the others cause her dad has money 
#teenmom2 
N 
#178 The worst part about #TeenMom2 
is the fact Leah admitted to having 
suicidal thoughts and Cory scoffed 
at her seeking treatment 
#TeenMom2 
N 
#179 All @MTV cares about is ratings 
obviously, we all know Leah has 
been abusing drugs come on 
#teenmom2 
N 
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#181 And @TM2LeahDawn has the 
worst behaved children ever 
#TeenMom2 
N 
 
Table 1. All Negative Tweets Categories Included in Research Sample  
Number of Tweet Original Tweet Response From MTV or Cast 
#2 So many parts of @MTV 
#TeenMom2 hit too close to home 
tonight. I had my baby at 16 and all 
issues r real 
N 
#5 I’m going to give Jeremy and Corey 
the benefit of the doubt and assume 
they haven’t been educated on 
mental illness #TeenMom2 
N 
#16 #TeenMom2 on #hulu with the 
bestie 
N 
#23 it’s a good day because 
#TeenMom2 got renewed for 
another season 
Y 
#27 tonight is the season finale of 
#TeenMom2 what will my dad and 
I do now on Thursdays! 
N 
#40 catching up on #TeenMom2. 
Honestly, I think I love reading the 
comments more than actually 
watching the show. 
N 
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#47 love that my favorite show 
retweeted me @MTV #TeenMom2 
Y 
#50  Babs breaks it down is the greatest 
thing @MTV has ever done if you 
disagree I will fight you 
N 
#51 I am so happy for @Chelseahouska 
having watched everything she’s 
gone through on #TeenMom2 and 
shes so happy, normal and a great 
mom 
Y 
#52 love watching #TeenMom2 but 
really feel for @TM2LeahDawn so 
much stress and heartache 
N 
#58 They’re like my friends I have to 
keep up their lives #teenmom2 
N 
#62 The best thing that ever happened 
was #teenmom2 
N 
#71 About to watch #teenmom2 reunion N 
#72 I should probably stop watching 
#teenmom2 and start doing hw 
N 
#75 I swear everyone on this show buys 
a new house every other day 
#teenmom2 
N 
#93 I like this show bc it shows how 
relationships and people change. 
It’s wild as humans we fall in/out 
love #teenmom2 
N 
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#109 Me and Jenelle went through the 
same thing #teenmom2 
N 
#114 Seriously so proud of how far 
@pbandjenelley_1 has come. She is 
proof there s success within the 
struggle #teenmom2 
Y 
#121 Catching up with #teenmom2 there 
is so much drama this season! 
N 
#122 MTV tweeted me omg 
aw…..#teenmom2 
@nerin_aCoolKid welcomes a baby 
girl! 
Link and picture 
Y 
#125 I support Corey. Always have, 
always will. #teenmom2 
N 
#128 I want a boyfriend like Cole 
#teenmom2 
N 
#129 I really can’t wait for tonights 
#teenmom2 
N 
#147 Lmaoooo this #TeenMom2 reunion 
cat fight is amazing 
N 
#154 I can’t believe the #teenmom2 
babies are 6 years old 
N 
#156 So sad its over. Can’t wait until the 
new season starts! Love the show 
so much. #teenmom2 
N 
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#162 Omg I love how the #teenmom2 
girls have matching tattoos 
@chelseahouska  @PBand 
Jenelley_1 @TM2LeahDawn 
@KailLowry 
Y 
#180 I appreciate this show. All this 
damn drama…..my child will be 
planned #teenmom2 
N 
#184 Its now 11pm & ive gotta be up at 
4am but here I am watching 
#teenmom2 
N 
#192 @Babsevanstagram YAY BABS! 
#teenmom2 
Y 
#1 This scene though @chelseahouska 
handled the situation perfectly 
N 
#32 Watching #TeenMom2 & just 
realized @Chelseahouska is the 
only one with a REAL JOB and 
only 1 kid. Way to go girl! 
N 
#38 Wow I really hope Janelle keeps 
her word and actually works as a 
team with Barbara after all shes 
done for her #TeenMom2 
N 
#41 At least Janelle from #TeenMom2 
is honest and real 
N 
#44 @Kaillowry handled herself when 
Jo was cursing at her was great. 
N 
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Plus 2 kids and college #nicelydone 
#womensupportingwomen 
#TeenMom2 
#74 Holy S-nikes I almost forgot 
#teenmom2 tonight! 
@pbandjenelley_1 @chelseahouska 
should be interesting 
N 
#88 I know what Javi meant. I grew up 
the same way. Don’t matter who 
the man is, he not allowed over if 
dad aint home #teenmom2 
N 
#130 I love Barbara! I wish her Daughter 
appreciated her more #teenmom2 
N 
#131 I look up to @chelseaHouska so 
much. She is the strongest woman 
and a total inspiration to me, what a 
positive influence! #teenmom2 
N 
#132 @KailLowry RT @Twitteruser 
Congrats on your new home and 
continuing education @KailLowry. 
You’re doing an amazing job 
#powermom #TeenMom2 
#Womensupportingwomen   
Y 
#133 I love @chelseahouska she’s the 
best #teenmom2 
N 
#134 I don’t blame Cole one bit not 
wanting to talk about Adam. Who 
N 
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would want to talk about a dead 
beat dad, NOBODY! #teenmom2 
#135 @KailLowry  RT @Twitteruser 
@KailLowry you should be such a 
proud mom. Isacc is seriously the 
sweetest boy I have ever seen! 
#Teenmom2 
Y 
#136 Go @Chelseahouska for being 
mature and wanting what’s best for 
your child. You are a great mom 
#teenmom2 
N 
#138 #teenmom2 @chelsea housk Adam 
deserves a chance. I think he’s 
changed and deserves to be a dad. 
At least give it a try for your 
daughter 
N 
#140 I do feel bad for Leah. I can’t 
imagine having a child with a 
serious disease #teenmomw 
N 
#142  
Love and patience is god given and 
I’m so thanksful! 
#TeenMom2 
N 
145 Really proud of Corey for calling 
Leah out….Let’s put the cards on 
the table….there are children 
involved in this mess #TeenMom2 
N 
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#164 I don’t think Cory is wrong for 
waning what is best for the girls, 
clearly Leah has issues #teenmom2 
N 
#171 @ChelseaHouska has had it 
together since day one. She is the 
definition of a good mom! 
#teenmom2 
N 
#174 I completely understand 
@TM2LeahDawn’s anxiety & 
depression. Luckily, mine wasn’t as 
bad, But I understand what she is 
going through #TeenMom2 
N 
#175 @KailLowry RT @Twitteruser  
“Tomorrow I’m going to be just 
like you mommy.” Omg best child 
ever! @Kaillowry #teenmom2 
Picture 
Y 
#176 @ChelseaHouska I love watching 
you on #TeenMom2 you are such 
an inspiration to these young kids 
thinking they will get love by 
having a baby 
N 
#177 @PBandJenelley_1 I totally agree 
w/ babs what guardian in their right 
mind would leave a child in an 
abusive household? #teenmom2 
N 
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#189 Don’t cry @TM2LeahDawn2 you 
can only get better from here 
#teenmom2 
N 
#195 @KailLowry RT 
@twitteruser I wish people knew 
just how much more there is 
@KailLowry than what they see on 
TV. She is an amazing  person 
#TeenMom2 
Y 
Table 2. Positive Tweets about The Show used in Research Sample 
Tweets Used in the Research Sample.) 
Number of Tweet Type of Cast Member Tweet 
#4 Tune-In 
#7 Picture 
#24 Personal Update 
#25 Tune-In 
#30 Personal Update 
#31 Personal Update 
#36 Tune -In 
#64 Tune-In 
#66 Show Promotion 
#68 Tune-In 
#91 Live Tweet 
#101 Live Tweet 
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#118 Live Tweet 
#158 Show Promotion 
#159 Live Tweet 
#160 Live Tweet 
#163 Live Tweet 
#186 Picture 
#187 Tune-In 
#191 Live Tweet 
Table 3. Cast Member Tweets Used in Research Sample 
 
Number of Corresponding Tweet Twitter Handle of RT 
17, 48 @Chelseahouska 
47 ,54,  95, 97, 122 @MTV 
104, 115 @PBandJenelley_1 
132, 135, 168, 175, 195 @KailLowry 
160 @PapaRandlicious 
N/A @TM2LeahDawn  
Table 4. Breakdown of RT Users in Research Sample 
Number Of Conversation Corresponding Tweet 
Number 
Description of Tweet  
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1 19 @PBandJenelley_1 defending 
@TM2LeahDawn with a 
follower 
2 55 @Chelseahouska responding 
to a tweet about her 
relationship with her current 
boyfriend  
3 80 @MTV responding to 
excitement about an airing of 
Teen Mom 2 
4 81 @MTV responding to 
excitement about an airing of 
Teen Mom 2 
5 82 @MTV responding to 
excitement about an airing of 
Teen Mom 2 
6 83 @MTV  responding to 
excitement about an airing of 
Teen Mom 2 
7 87 @MTV responding to cast 
members who are watching 
the reunion special  
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8 99 @MTV responding to the 
reunion special  
9 102 @PBandJenelly_1 responding 
to @KailLowry about her 
mother’s podcast 
10 106 @PBandJenelly_1 talking 
about her mother 
11 112 @PBandJenelly_1 fighting 
with a follower about the 
comment they wrote  
12 116 @PBandJenelley_1 
commenting on home life 
13 193 @MTV commenting on a 
post about @Chelseahouska  
14 194 @PBandJenelly_1 
commenting on a picture  
 
Table 5. Breakdown of Conversations Tweets Used in Research Sample 
cast members are optimizing synergies in order to attract more viewers. 
Number of Cast Member 
Retweet 
Corresponding Tweet 
Number 
Description of Tweet  
1 6 @PBandJenelley_1 RT a 
tweet MTV made about her 
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being at New York Fashion 
Week 
2 28 @MTV RT a tweet 
@PBandJenelley_1 made 
about the season finale of the 
Teen Mom 2 
3 63 @ChelseaHouska RT a tweet 
originally made by MTV 
about the reunion special  
4 69 @PBandJenelley_1 RT a 
tweet originally made by 
MTV about the airing of part 
one of the reunion special  
5 119 @KailLowry RT a tweet 
originally made by MTV 
about the new time slot of the 
season finale 
6 172 @MTV RT a tweet originally 
made my @PapaRandalicious 
pet pig with corresponding 
article and link  
 
Table 6. Cast Member Retweets Used in Research Sample 
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See Appendix D. for Table 6 
Number of Show Promotion 
Tweet 
Corresponding Tweet 
Number 
Description of Tweet 
1 77 MTV reunion promotion and 
mentioned all cast members 
in tweet  
2 105 MTV thanking everyone for a 
great season and to stay tuned 
for updates on their favorite 
cast members  
3 113 MTV  prompting a 
conversation about the 
reaction of 
@PBandJenelley_1 on the 
reunion special and plugged 
part 2 of the reunion 
4 169 MTV prompting a question 
about a situation that 
happened on the reunion and 
plugged part 2 of the reunion  
 
Table 7. Show Promotion Tweets Used in Research Sample 
tweeted by MTV were very helpful and should been used in a more frequent manner. 
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Number of Sexual Health 
Message Promoted by MTV 
Corresponding Tweet 
Number 
Description of Tweet  
1 20 MTV tweets an article to 
promote 5 ways to use 
conflict resolution in a 
relationship 
2 56 
 
MTV tweets an article how to 
use inspire your kids as teen 
mom  
 
Table 8. Sexual Health Messages Promoted by MTV Used in Research Sample 
 
 
 
 
